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Youths' Agricultural Clubs Formed.
On Tuesday, December 30, 1913. F. H,
bickford, of the College of Agriculture
Extension Department, State Leader oi
Boys' and Girl»' Agricultural Clubs
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Attorney at Law,

MA1NK.
Collections a Specialty

NORWAY,
Uurne Block

Attorneys at Law.
MAINE.
Vaτκ
RUerv

A'iUIior. R. Herrlck.

MAINE.
SOUTH PARIS,
Office Hours : 9 A. u. to 3 P. u. Evening» by appointment. Special attention
Riven tu children.
Téléphoné 1434

J. WALDO NASH.

Taxidermist,

Temple Street,

rear

Masonic Block,
NORWAY.

Τ ι «phone Oonneotion.

LONGLEY & BUTTS,
Maine,

Norway,

Plumbing, Heating,
Sheet Metal Work,

STEEL

A

CEILINGS

SPECIALTY.

Herbert L. Williams, M. D.
Practice limited to disease» of the Eye, I
Ear, Noee and Throat and the Fitting of
GIa«see.

j

National Shoe and Leather Bank

Building

Phone 228-r

Eyes Examined

The third club in the state was organ
ized at Cape Elizabeth High SchoolHour*: 9-12
under the local leader,
1.30-5 aud 7 81 December 19th,
ship of the principal, George F. Wentworth. This consists of eleven boys,
from fourteen to eighteen years of age,
who will agree to grow one half acre of
potatoes, according to instructions. The
special, scientific study which these boys
to agriculture and their
are devoting
for Glasses. work under a local leader, trained along
lines which they are to follow in the conte^, will give them the ability to come
in with honors, at the close of the season.

which are already
many others in the
process of development, and judging by
the great interest now manifested in this
important method of education, all over
the state, there will undoubtedly be hundreds of b.'ys and girls enrolled in the
As the amount of work
near future.
that can be done in this line is limited
tor the first season, educators in many
sections of the state are already hastening to apply for a club of either kind,
realizing the importance of teaching a
practical branch of agriculture and domestic science to the young people of
school age, who may never have the
privilege of a higher education thau that
offered by common schools and academies.
In addition to the clubs already formed, ech'iol people aud others have expressed a desire to have clubs in the
towns of Lincoln, Litchfield,
Bethel,
Mexico, Kumford, Exeter, LaGrange,
Mattawamk ag, Newport, Solon, Freedom, Wells, kennebuuk, KrnnebunkBesides the clubs

organized, there

S. RICHARDS.
SOUTH

PARIS.

ME.

E. W. lUWDLER,

Builders' Finish I
I will furnUli IXJOKS ana WINDOWS of any
hize or Style at reasonable prlcee.

Also Window & Door Frames.
If In want of any kind of tlnlab for Inelde oi
>uu!<le work, sen·! In your order». Pine Lum
tier and Shingle· on band Cheap for Caah.

Planing, Sawing
Matched Pine

B.

W,

West Sumner,

ani Job Work.

Sheathing for Sale.

€HAXI»EEK,

are

Vassalboro, Buckfield, Carmel,
port,
tlolden aud Cherryfield. It is expected
that organizations of clubs will be completed iu most of these towos within the
next few weeks, as all desire to be
15 vears expert Watch- among the first to foim clubs, aud thus
with Bigelow, be pioneers, in this vauable work which
maker
Kennard L Co., Boston. will u doubtedly be carried ou in ever
increasing measure iu the years to come.

....

Maine.

ι ne urmer

All Work

ana

πι»

cuucaiiuu.

Suait· une Lan *ai<l that the "difference
(luaranted.
between youth aud mature ·*χο in, that
you: h hate* to learu from older men.
A lit'le out of the way They want to l>-aru it all by themselves."
Of courue, the undue self-love and ego
but it pays to walk.
tism of youth is back of that, but we
W.4TCHE9. CLOCK* think the mam cause of that trait ιβ lack
of contact, with facte and men of facte
AND JEWELRY.
Right there, in that lack of contact, liée
W1U» Hobbe' Variety Store, Norway, Me.
the weakness of the average farmer. As it
bis mature
was >o h a youth so it is in
He has lived with himself alone
age.
to
from the
differs
he
Therein
too much.
The whole meaning
meu of the town.
of education is wrapped up in that one
word, contact.
Show us the farmer who has kept his
mind alive by contact with the wisest
and we
I have the CURLY CRISP and best thought on farming
will show you aman of vanity different
kind
stamp from the average. He is eager
and quick to learu from every source
that comes to his hand, whether from
reading, or observation, or conversation
with better informed men. Now, the
sum of all that is what in ikes the successful, skillful farmer. It is the same
Maine. road precisely that the successful lawSouth Paris.
yer or professional man must travel
over—the road of contact. To be sure,
his line of facts and principles are different but the mental processes are the

|

the GREENCome
HOUSE for

LETTUCE

|

CROCKETTl

E. P.

FLORIST,

HILLS,

Jeweler and Graduate Optician.

L

inn
MAINE.

NORWAY,

L.S. BILLINGS
MANUFACTURER OP AND DEALER IN

Red Cedar and Spruce Clapboards, New Brunswick Cedar
Shingles, North Carolina Pine,
Floring and Sheathing, Faroid

Roofing·, Wall Board, Apple
Barrel Heads, and
LUMBER OF ALL KINDS

South Paris,

Maine.
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In tbat address we iriod to show by
and figures that the cause of auooeea or
failure lay almost wholly with the ownthat she waa a
er of the cow, to wit:
good or poor cow because he was responsible for ber breeding and feeding.
1 he cowe of bis herd were the direct result of either hia intelligence or hia Ignorance; tbat we never yet saw a good
berd of cows tbat were produced by igTbat the great cause of loss of
norance.

facta

dSaËB^WÊfaP^r^

iiiMlMill—

Mlrovna's questioning gaze.
"I cannot persuade him," said Mort,
with affected lightness, stooping to
kiss his wife's hand, "the captain
abandons us."
There was no reproach In Mlrovna's
face, rather concern and regret.
"We have been fortunate to keep him
so long," she said, enveloping Matt in

ay

LLOYD OSBOURNE
Afjrifbt. 1911. ky

PROLOGUE.
Lovers of Romance, attention!
Here's a story you will like. It
tells of mystery under the dreamy
moon of the Pacific islands and
of love in the shady lanes of New

The Two Standards.

The breeder of pure-bred dairy cattle
has one of two standards to guide him
One is to
in bis efforts and ambitions.
produce one or, perhaps, a few phenomeual cows that shall attract attention to
his herd and act as an advertisement for
the sale of all hie surplus at enhanced
prices, a policy which will end in disappointment to muat purchasers, who will
find that they bave paid a price for the
a
many based upon the excellence of
few. This is the commercialized side of
the case and one which we regret to say
is takeu by quite a large number of
breeders.
The other standard may be defined as
breeding for the highest development
possible of the whole herd, a high general average. To do ttis no single or few
cows will be crowded and strained to
their utmost, but close watch and record will be kept of the highest attainments of each under a natural and reasonable method of feeding and handling. The object will be to keep the
as
very best cows at work in the herd
long as possible tbat as mnny of their
progeny may be saved to future usefulThe after record of
ness as is possible.
the most of these groat historic cows
tbat stand out as laudmarka for the herd,
leads us to believe that as a rule, about
all of their future usefulness and value
to
as breeding stock has been sacrificed
the one purpose of a single phenomenal
record. Some may say tbat the object
the nowas well worth the sacrifice for
toriety they gave the breed. But there
we bave the commercial view again.
Hoard's Dairyman believes in the berd
standard. We should never forget that
m the work of breeding dairy cattle we
are at work with profound physiological
as well as biological agencies and forces,
and tbat there are few if any precedents
in the breeding of other animals for othThe
er puiposes that are safe to follow.
dairy cow is "a law unto herself."—

England—and

what more can a
The mystery,
want?
reader
story
of ccursc, is introduced early in

the

the love remains.
You knew, of course, about the
He
author, Lloyd Osbourne.

wooden drum ns the crew of the
North Star raised the chorus of "Uoodb\. My Fclenl." At intervals there
was a deeper note as some mighty
comber flung its might against the
coral and burst with fury on the seaa

ward reefs
In all those lonely seas there Is no
On
lonelier is'und tliau Lotoalofa.
some Paeilie charts It is called the
"four crowns of (juiros," with a ques
tion mark after It. On others, when

wiws.

a

or

Guernsey grades

it Is uotlced at all. it figures variously
"Melampus reef, p. d.," "Wluslow
shoals, p. d.," or merely "Island, e. d.,"
p. d. signifying "positlou doubtful"
and e. d. "existence doubtful." In the
as

j

j

life.—John Burroughs.

advantage.

There will always be horse·

as

long as

Hea's,

The hoe is a bigger prosperity-maker
than any tariff, high or low.

Wouldn't It be fine if 8am Seliinoosi
would only take home with him some ol
tbat

good

nature be uses in tbe store?

The pessimistlooks only for olouds,
tbe optimist ooly for sunshine, but th<
wise man prepares for both.

There is practically no danger of over
fattening tb· laying beo. It Is almost
impossible for her to make egg· and fal
•I tb· mum time.
\

1

sonlng—longing?"
"No," retorted John Mort savagely
"No, no, no! To tue It is u hell I have

left forever."
"I wonder at myself," said Mutt.
"There Is not ft soul in the world I respect more, admire more—yes. love—
than I do you. Yet I am poing."
John Mort's eyes glistened, and he
his

hand,

which

the

that would have been asked, which, ir
truthfully answered, would have invalidated the policy. Had It not been
for the ruby ring on hie finger and his
portion of the small sum raised by the
he would
passengers of the Mariposa
have landed In San Francisco utterly
penniless. As It was his crew and he
became dependent on a seamen's charWhile others had
itable Institution.

and telephoned and promised
vague assistance, leaving the poor castaways shivering on the wharf in a circle of newspaper men and photographers, it was the Rev. John Thompson,
talked

breeze?"

"Yes, yon may sail."
"And my accounts, my vouchers, and
all that? You ought to pass them. sir.
as well as arrange about the North
Pardon my insistence,
Star's return.
but you have put it off and off"—
"What amount have you lu the ship's

"But, sir. how will you manage with
out a vessel?" expostulated Matt, alto
gether bewildered. "You can not al
low yourself to be marooned here-utterly cut off from all"—
"Oh. I

fear not that.

We are self

sustaining now. aud besides In a cou
pie of years I look forward confidently

for your return. Isolation has no ter
for me—rather a charm, a plctur
seesqueness and a greater sense of

rors

curity."

John Mort paused on the last word,
peering strangely at hie companion.
"Do you realize, Bronghton." he continued at last, "that during our six

non.

look?"

have never asked me a question: that
lnyou have never betrayed the leuet
quisitiveness; that you bnve seen me
draw forth whole packets of Rank of
England notes, often thousands and
thousands of ponuds, and never once
have

you

disturbed

me

by

even

a

"Your private affairs were none of
made
my business, sir. I have always
it a point of honor to keep my curiosity to myself."
"And even now, when you are going
away, perhaps forever, with the riddle
β till unsolved, are you not tempted to
ask?"

"Well, I suppose It's Just this, sir; If
you wished me to know you would tell
me."
John Mort mused ns though, indeed
be were very near to making a confidant of bis companion. The spell of
the moon, the beauty and stillness of
the tropic night, the faint, mellow

throb of the wooden drum timing a
barbaric chant far across the waterail were conducive to an access of
friendship, of affection and trust, that

sweep away the last barriers of
lie struck a match on the
reserve.
corsair's cannon, lit a cigarette, and,
with an appearance of some Indecision,
took a few whiffs before he spoke
"It Is enough for you to know that I
"Mort
im a ghost." he said oddly.

might

means dead, and the fancy pleased me
to take it for my name. Before I died
I was a person of some importance; of
sufficient Importance, In fact—were my
existence here ever to be known—for
the news of it to shake the world.
Broughton, I ask no promises, no
oaths. I simply tell you that my life,
my happiness, all that Is dearest and
most precious to me. hang on your disVaster issues are at stake
cretion.
than you can dream of, and today
A
there are hundreds on my track.

chance remark of yours, an unguarded
word, the most Innocent of confidences
—and these bloodhounds might seize a
clew that would destroy me. Broughton, I rely on you to guard my secret"
"1 shall guard it, elr."
"And you appreciate, even In this
half told way. its supreme, its vital Im-

portance?"

"I do, sir."
"Then let us go back."
In silence they walked up the path
to the broad veranda of the house—
the house that had taken three years
to build, whose masslv· walls were
timbered with whole trees—a low, red

toothbrush,

a

not

a

spare

shirt

chief preoccupation, however,
was more to avoid being cheated in
the disposal of the ring, for, though he
had little knowledge of Jewels, the
■tone seemed to him of unueual fire
and evidently was very valand
His

purity

uable.
He determined to pick out the biggest and most fashionable Jewelry
store and, explaining his position, ask
the favor of their expert advica They
might be obliging enough to tell him
what the gem was worth and thus
help him materially. Matt knew San
Francisco well and accordingly chose
Snood & Hargreaves for his objective.
His entrance, which he attempted to

make as inconspicuous as possible,
caused an undercurrent of commotion
In thin splendid establishment As he
paused at a case of napkin rings, nerving himself for a further advance into
the glittering stronghold, he was
bumped Into by a passing gentleman,
and as he was receiving the apologies
of the passing gentleman a hand from
behind felt for a possible revolver or

A large. Imposing mirror gave him
the clew, for there, at full length, be
■aw what a deeply tanned, wild haired,
ragged desperado he appeared and saw
also with the tall of his eye a scurry
of pale employees to guard the exits

so

and"—

ing—not

suspicion.

be it," he snid.
"Then, may I sail tonight with land

"Well,

off their names in a notebook and
them away like so many sheep.
After a ulght under this kindly but
somewhat austere roof Matt sneaked
away in the morning to try to pawn
his ring. He hated to part with It, yet
what else was he to do? He had not
even an overcoat, and here it was January and piercingly cold. He had noth-

bomb In his rear pocket It was all so
quickly and coolly done that Matt had
hardly time to realize he was under

other

years' close association, intimacy, you

venerable guns, were two men In cloee
and earnest conversation. One of them
was about forty-five, tall and thin,
with high cheek bones and a narrow,
ugly, withered face, whose usual ex! pression was one of sardonic melancholy. But It was not a commonplace
face nor a weak one. The pale blue
eyes were masterful, the nose pronounced and the general air distinguished. Whatever else he had been
In the past John Mort, as he called

1—

Uapaaj.

titties its handful of inhabitants was
carried away bodily by Peruvian slavIn later years it attracted the aters.
tention of Bully Hayes, who had had
the inteution. never to be carried out,
of making It into α sort of pirate
stronghold, and to this day there stands
Ills battery of six small, rusty iron can-

commanding the anchorage.
Here, leaning against one of these

j

our

Βμμ·Μ«γπΙΙ

learned how to write in a worthy
safe?"
school, for he is a stepson of
"Nearly £800, sir. in French, English
Robert Louis Stevenson. And no and American gold, besides the chest
greater story teller than the latter of Chile silver."
ever lived.
"My frieud, It is yours, and the
It Is small
schooner also, it is yours.
CHAPTER I.
enough return for such loyal service
W.'io Is John Mort?
Ah, Indeed, much too small, aud 1 will
As lie spoke
it with this"—
increase
streamed
through
MIE moonlight
the puluis of the Pacific island he drew from his finger a superb ruby
of Lotoalofa, outlining on the ring and forced It on Matt, whose
cut
beach u vivid tracery of fronds stammering words of thanks were
softenshort.
the
Across
lagcioti,
stems.
and
brusquely
"There's another matter much more
ed and tut'iiowed by the stretch of
a
of
sound
the
came
pressing," he exclaimed, "a pledge to
glassy water,
mouth org:.u and the rhythmic beat of be given and by you sacredly kept—

W'b say to

H<j)stein, Ayrshire,

tit

felt fhnt sudden longing to «et l>:»< k
that overpowering. Irresistible. iuire:i

out
tale, and the love- follows put
grasped.

close after.
Together they go
hand in hand through the pages
of the story, never parting cognpany until the final chapter.
There the mystery departs, but

Hoard's Dairyman.

dairy farmers tbat there
time in the world1· history
was never
when the market prospect was as encouraging for ttie raising of cows to sell
Tlie demand is ahead of the
aa now.
supply and is likely to contiuue so.
What is very significant is that cows are
decreasing in'.he dairy districts of the
E.Kt. So much an, indeed, that Boston
is obliged to send 400 miles for her milk
in some cases, while there is a falling off
in the supply and the number of cows in
tbe uearby sectious of New England.
But right along with this increase of
demand for cows runs a demand equally insistent tbat they be well bred cows.
Not pure-bred, but cows from registered
sires of the dairy breeds. That is the
market demand. Any farmer can see in
which direction the wind lies by noting
that the buyers don't want his Shorthorn
or Devon grades, nor indeed his native
Just
cows even if they are good ones.
why a farmer will persist in raising such
for
demand
of
the
in
face
cows
strong

look of tender scrutiny. "And, oh,
for six years, always so good, so loyal,
so true hearted gentleman—surely never was another like our capltan."
"I have one favor to ask before I
go," said Matt somewhat huskily;
"Just one favor. Onae," he went on,
a

Dairyman.

more

tunes and engrossed his entire heart
As fair as be was dark, with crisp
golden hair more red than yellow, with
captivating blue eyes and a mouth all
wantonness and dainty Impudence, she
could hardly have been more than
twenty when Matt first remembered
Who she was
her In Guadalcanaar.
or what she bad been—actress, dancer
or exalted lady, Pole, Russian, Albanian or Magyar—all was a mystery she

of the most adorable of women. Hei'
caressing and pretty friendship meant
much to him, and he repaid it with
the profound regard of a man that had
no other woman In his life
But all that was over now, to melt
forever in (he swirl of receding years.
He was probably seeing that familiar
room for the last time and those dearMatt's heart
er faces of his friends.
was very full and he faltered under

After the address we bad quite a confab with several Illinois dairy farmers
who did uot like to accept the logic of
We were frank to say
our conclusions.
'but ttiis logic bad held good In our own
case aud in the case of every dairy farmer we had investigated.
Since that lime the spirit of research
into causes, which is very strong just
now, is proving the truth of our contention.
Il ie no new truth. Indeed it has
always been true. Kvery instance of
marked improvement in ibe conduct of
a dairy farm has come because the owner has first been mentally improved, and
for tbat reason has adopted better methods. There is no other way. The intellect of the man behind the cow muat
first be aroused before we will bave a
better cow. If the soil suffers the owner is responsible.
If the conditions surrounding the cow are unsanitary, who
but the owner is to blame? So it will
go down through every condition tbat
-nrround* the cow, out of which will
Solomon was right.
come profit or losa.
"The wise foreseeth the evil and bidetb
himself; tho foolish pass on and are punished." But Oh! bow hard it is to take
this lesson home to ourselves.—Hoard's

KSI5C

But of all the beautiful objects within Its walls, none could compare with
Its mistress that radiant girlish Mirovna, who shared John Mort'e for-

shared with her somber husband. Matt crisply English and bustllngly practidescended on them, checked
knew nothing save that she was one cal, who
led

for market milk purposes is amazing.
But for tbe mao that notes tbe eigne
of the times, wbo exercises good business, as well as dairy sense, and provides himself with a sire of strong prepotency, there is no better business today than the raising of desirable cows.
There is no prospect of a falling off in himself, was lneradicably a cavalry
j
the demand. The indications are all tbe otlicer. with an underlying military
wther way. Witb good corn ensilage, harshness that on occasions could
;
paatorage, and clover or alfalfa hay, a fia me up like a volcano.
same.
Farming is a wider held than the law; heifer can be raised cheaply and well to
His companion was Matthew BrougbIt is a good chance to tarn
more completely filled with deeply hid- cow age.
ton. a man of thirty-one. sobered, hardinto
aud
fodder
coarse
all,
difference:
your grass,
den principles but with this
ened and somewhat worn by eleven
Mistakes are fatal to the lawyer, where- good money at a profit.—Hoard's Dairyou the outposts of civilization,
years
man.
is
so
as to the farmer Nature
indulgent,
lie was an American, alone In tbe
so willing to help him out, with so many
Growing Cow Feed.
world. He had had two years at Anways for doing the same thing, that too
The Connecticut Farmer urges the napolis, from which he had been disoften be grows dull minded and self-exdairy farmers of New England to pay charged for hazing. Later he had
cusing rather than self-acoueiog.
The chief feature of modern farming more attention to growing their cow j drifted to the Pacific. He had thrown
it can be
lie· in the attention that is paid to the feed on the farm. They say
I himself wholeheartedly Into the life of
mind of the farmer. For this end and done and a great saving in outlay of cash
danger, daring and romance of tbe
will
follow.
purpose are our agricultural papers, the
and ail he bad to
They characterize the New England ! south sea islands,
schools, and college* of agriculture, and
as the
product of the show for it were a few scars, a smatall the agencies of modern progress. "mowings"
outlandish dlaa
to month farmer and say that
Principles are old as tbe hills and re- baud
| tering of half dozen
neither improve the farm j lects and the memory of some despermain ever the same. Methods change "mowings"
nor make rhe farmer rich. The product of
At thirtyate chances taken and lost
only as tbe quickened intelligence of the
"mowings"—native grasses and one he had achieved uothlng more
farmer sees their relation to facts aud the
red top—is not the
some timothy and
principles. Without that quickened intangible than $100 a month and the
sort of stuff to iuduce the cow to
telligence tbe true vision is denied bim, right
.lohn Mort's schooner,
the necessity of go- comma lid of
and he remains tbe primitive man still, produce milk, hence
now abandonsome store every
day or two or and even these he was
even though surrounded with
progress. iog to
and br>ng home a load of ing. to beglu again with nothing.
Haven't you seen that type of farmer?— once a week
"But my friend. Is there anything
grain. The Farmer claims that it is no
Hoard's Oairymau.
freak of imagination to calculate on you complain of?" Mort was asking,
Why should it not be a part of tbe re- keeping a cow per acre. For when one his slight foreign accent more marked
gular business of every creamery dairy- considers tbat a single acre of land than usual as the result of hie concern.
man to raise good, weli bred betters for well cultivated aud fertilized, is capable
"Oh. no. sir!"
sale just as the corn belt farmer raises of prodacing four ton· of clover or al"Money? Rha»l I double your salary
Tbe demand for cows is just as falfa, or twenty tons of silage, or thirty
steeis.
—trehlw It? That Is simple."
can be tuns of beets, or fifty bushels of oata, or
great as for steers and a heifer
Matt shook his head.
raised to two years of age for hall of the forty bushel· of wheat, or a hundred
steer costs. bushels of abelled corn, It it no difficult
"It Is here," he said, laying his hand
expense that a marketable
Tbe fact is, but few dairy farmers have matter to plan a rotation of crops on ten to his heart. "1 don't know what's the
it de- acres of land that will produce feed matter with me; but I'm tired of It ail;
given the question tbe thought
To be able to turn off a nice enough to oarrv ten head of cattle, a pair homesick, perhaps, dissatisfied," deserves.
bunch of heifers each year adda a good of horses aud have enough was'o left
pressed."
over to bed the stock and feed the pig.
bit to tbe revenue of the farm.
"And you are determined to leave
the
is
full
virtue
in
she
about
is
There
me?"
cow;
Tbere is less talk in our time
"Do not reproach me, sir. I told you
the general-prrpose cow and more about of goodness; a wholesome odir exhales
tbe utility cow. Tbe latter sort can be from her; the whole landscape looks out this before my last trip, not wishing
and
arothe
all
the
soft
rent
the
when
of
her
to
quality
eyes;
to tnk«? you unawares."
depeoded upon pay
ma of miles of meadow and pasture
else faila.
"I'm sorry." said John Mort with
lands are in her preeeooe and products.
for myself at losing
Tbe only oertain way to find out what I had rather have the oare of cattle than emotion. "Sorry
who for six
tort of cows we bave la to teat them. be keeper of tbe great seal of the nation. one I liked and admire,
so
Same limes the résulta are very disap- Where the cow is there is Arcadia; so years has always been so faithful,
out far * her influence
is con- loyal. Sorry, too, for you, my friend,
we may wiab we had
there
and
prevails
poiuting
to
tentment, humility, and sweet homely (hat you should choose to go back
done it, but in the eud it is greatly

immemortbere are men, for from time
ial man and tbe horse have been inseparPortland aad BMthtay Liae able companions, and tbe latter will nevof tbe for■^rvlee ilxcootlnued tor the «eaaon.
er be supplanted in tbe love
"^rvlce for Freight; «U raie· lnclule mer by any gasoline contraption.
•%nne IfiAunuioe.
Mr·.
h'" '«•erratlona and ail Information ad tire··
No music Is quite so sweet as
"ALLAT, «ept. Franklin Wbarf. Portland.
and it aounda moat all day.

"4

A PERSON OF
SOME IMPORTANCE

at

season.

AUBURN, MAINE.
126

was

Ueald of Scarboro is local leader of the
club and the fact that the Scarboro club
is the fourth in the state to complete
their oritan'zation,and that it is the Urgent yet formed, is a decided credit to
Mr. Heald's ability.
The first Boys' Potato Club to be organized in this state was at Good Will
farm, Hinckley, on December 8th, with
Dr. Ε. M. Santee λη L>cal Leader. Dr.
Santee will have a club of eighteen or
twenty boys, each growing oue-half acre
of potatoes, and competing with the
other boys io the state, to enter in Division 1. Plans are now being made to organize a girU' canning club at Hinckley,
and with the able leadership of the matron, thev should attan very satisfactory
results, causing the other girl contestante iu the work of growing and canning string beans, to be up and doing m
the race for the state prizes which w ll
be given iu the state exhibit.
Tuesday, December 9ib, the second
Boje' Potato c ab of twelve members was
organized at Ersktoe Academy, South
China, under the local
leadership of
Miss Eva Pratt, Principal of the school.
These boys were very enthusiastic, and
when the
no doubt will be heard from,
crop is harvested at the season's close.
are
also very
this
school
The girls of
much interested in agricultural club
work, and it is possible that a Girls'
Canning club will be started there this

CARL S. BRIGGS.
Dentist,

Licensed

The Man Behind the Cow.
Years ago the Senior Editor of thia paper gave an addreaa before the Round·
up Farmers' Institute at Rockford, Illinoie, on "The Man Behind the Cow."

Scarboro High School profit in dairying waa because men did
the business;
building, and organized a Boy»' Potato not put braina enough into
enthusiastic that the dollar of expense was right to
Club of seventeen very
was
members, each one of whom agreed to the front, but the dollar of profit
be brought
enter the Sta'.e contest and grow one- mighty shy and could only
to light
by good understanding and
eighth acre of potatoes, according to in
Mr. F. Η. Β profit producing methods.
struct ions to be given.

work,

If Κ Κ RICK Λ FARK.
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and block his escape.
Flushing to the eyes, more with
shame than anger, and still closely followed by the store detective, he made

his way to the nearest clerk.

^

\U>i μΟ

He Played a· Matt Had Never Heard
Him Play Before.

addressing Mort by his Kanaka title,
"will you not get your violin—that

wonderful violin—and you. Maslofu
Mirovna, take your seat at the piano
bo that my last picture of you both
may be as I have always loved you
best, with your music following me

out Into the night?"
John Mort glowed at the request, the
poetic fancy of It touching him to the
Quick. He drew the violin from Its
case, his face transfigured, his eyes
scintillating and impassioned, as he
gare a few swift strokes of the bow
to test the tuning.
"Music is the only language—the divine language," he exclaimed, "and

how far surpassing the stupid commonplace of words! Captain, you are

thousand times right, and all our affection for you, all our sorrow, all our
unuttered hopes and prayers for you,
will flud their voice in what I play."
When once the violin had touched
his chin John Mort became a different
man.
Lie was strangely ennobled; the
glamor of his genius lent dignity and
beauty to his gaunt frame; his thin,
haggard, deeply lined face took on a
Β

expression, so rapt, so inspired,
that he might have been in communion
That night ho
with another world.
new

played

as

Mutt had never heard him

1

CHAPTER II.
The Ruby Ring.

had went down with my
ship except this ring, and I should
be glad to get some idea of its value
so that the pawnbrokers can't cheat
me."

"It's hardly in our line," snapped
the clerk. "Expert valuation is a business in Itself, and"—
The conversation was Interrupted by
air
a bald, oldish man, who, with an
of authority, demanded to know what
On its being explainwas the matter.
ed, he took up the ring, looked at it
with some surprise and aeked Matt if
he belonged to the people that had
been rescued at sea by the mall

steamer.

"Yes," said Matt, smiling, "and
though appearances are against me, I

neither one of the Jamee brothers
bandit."
The man thawed at this and requested Matt to step Into his private office
"I am Mr. Snood," he said, "the managing partner of this concern." As
soon as they were inside the office and
am

nor a

seated, Mr. Snood examined the ring
carefully.

"Where did you get this?" he asked
raising his keen eyes to

suddenly,

Matt's face.

"It was given to me."
"Permit me to Inquire by whom?"
"My employer—the gentleman whose

ship I lost"
"Why did he give it to your*
I had
"I was leaving his service.
been associated with him for yars.

quick

lagoon
years of his life were sinking with the
palms behind him.
·······

Francisco

Captain

Broughton and nine south sea islanders, of the schooner North Star, capsized in north latitude 34, west longitude 132, during a heavy squall. Captain Broughton was below at the time,
and hardly managed to scramble -out
of his cabin before the ship went over.
The disaster is ascribed to the care-

lessness of the Kanaka crew, who were
all asleep at the moment the squall
struck the veseel, which was lying becalmed with her sails up.
"The crew, none of whom drowned, contrived to perch themselves on
the ship's bottom, and after four days

of Intense suffering were picked up by
the W. H. Hall of this city, in lumber
for Suva, Fiji. The Hall, In her turn,
transferred them to the mall steamer,
which was fortunately intercepted a
week later.
"Captain Broughton cannot speak too
highly of the extreme klnduesn of Capward. Purser Smith, und the
tain

Hay

officers and passengers of the Maribis crew. A
posa towurd himself and
concert was given in aid of the shipwrecked mariners, and the sum of
$318.75 realized on their behalf.
"The North Star was of seventy-four
tons register, built at Bath, Me., in
1881, and carried no Insurance. ΓΙ was
learned from Captain Broughton that

tiled, Spanish structure, in appearance
half fort and half monastery, with a
cloistered court where a fountain played. It bad taken the North Star a
dozen voyages to furnish it with a
to that ac- splendor almost Incredible, considering she had been employed in the copra
among strangers—back
and bow trade for many years, and was on her
cursed civilization where none fares so the remoteness of the Island
been way to this port for drydocklng and
bad
inhabitants
Its
only
well ns the greedy and unprincipled. recently
Noble pictures, repairs. Western bound ship masters
Is It that you prefer? 80. is it that crabs and seamews.
brocades, are warned to look out for the derelict,
for which you will surrender this?" Venetian carvings and old
furniture which was still afloat when last
.Mort raised his hand to tbe tropic Flemish tapestry, exquisite
of medie- sighted."
faded
murthe
he
gild
still
a
choiceI"
showing
"What
moou
The loss of the North Star, together
val Italy—nothing, so It seemed to
mured. "What a choice!"
cost
Matt, could vie In taste and luxury, In with the coin in the ship's safe,
"It is an impulse stronger than I
soft- Matt between $18,000 and $20,000. The
am," returned Matt after a silence. grandeur delicately modernized,
not been insured, owing to
"After all, I am a white man, and ened and restrained—with this coral vessel had
tb· troublesome and prying questions
those are my people. Hat·, ypu sever oalace that sheltered Mort In exile.
\

fifty twenty-dollar gold pieces weighing down his pockets and the following memorandum pinned carefully inside bis waistcoat:

San Francisco, Jan. 24, 190L
Snood & Hargreaves hereby acthe
receipt of a solitaire ruby
knowledge
ring, of an antique, oriental setting, from
its owner. Captain Matthew Broughton,
who, In consideration of one thousand
($1,000) dollars advanced to him today by
Messrs S. & H. on security of said ring,
and receipt by Captain Broughton hereby
acknowledged, agrees to pay S & H. 7 por
cent Interest semiannually on said loan
GEORGE H. SNOOD.
For Snood A Hargreaves
MATTHEW BROUGHTON.
Messrs

Matt retnrned to the windy street in
far bettor spirits than he bad left it.
He had $1,000 In his pookets; $4,500
more to draw on if need be; and best
of all he could now "go home." It was
a strange instinct that called him back
to Manaswan. in the east, for there

was not a single tie that bound him
to the place unless It were his parents'
graves. But after years of wandering,
of contented exile, of acquiescence in

ho had made for himself,
something within him had at last revolted. Homesli-k, heartsick, weary of
palms and reefs and naked savages.
Manaswan appeared to hltn as the solution of this subtle malady of the
At Manaswan a miracle would
soul.
happen, and he would bo happy. The
the

life

first use he made of his money was
to buy his ticket.
He gave the clergyman $500 to asBure the safe return of the natives to
their various Islands; and that afternoon the honest devoted fellows. In

charge of nine-year-old Master Thompson, accompanied him across the bay
to cheer his departure on the Overland.
Standing there In a line of nine, marshaled by that little white boy, they
presented a singular spectaclo on tlie

what with the earrings In
their ears, two with tattooed faces,
Nor was
and all weeping copiously.
the effect diminished by their singing
a resounding byinn, and then listening,
with bowed heads, to the prayer Tanielu, the Tongan, offered up amid the

platform,

lump
away, and there was a very
Why was he going to
in his throat.
Manaswan while everything he valued
lay behind him? Why was he leaving
tried and true friends for strangers?
An Island fairyland for a prim little

Yet his resolution
did not waver, and he was Inspirited
he
by the thought that in five days
would be "home."
Matt was less disillusioned by his
birthplace than might have been expected. The snowy landscape, the sluggish
the
river, with Its frozen shallows,
lcicled awl silent pines, the delight of
the
hearing sleigh bells and watching
bright animation of scenes so long uufamiliar—all were satisfying to the cravhuman
ing that possessed him. On the
Bide, however, Manaswan was disapcare parpointing. No one seemed to
<>r
ticularly whether he had come back
not The most cordial greeting he re-

Connecticut town?

came from an old gentleman
who mistook him for some one else.
In fact, Matt remembered Manaswan
rea great deal better than Manaswan
membered him, and when ho wrote to
his
Washington and learned that both
he
uncle and aunt had long been dead

ceived

leit loneuer

umu

was Daggancourt, a possible corruption of De Goncourt—Victor Daggancourt—who, although be paid $7 a
week, while the others paid only $5,
bad what might be called a furtive poIle would wait
sition in the house.
unobtrusively about the porch until
the rest had finished their meal, when
a

second tinkle of the bell would

sum-

him to the disordered tabla Here
color prejudice forbade that he should
be served by Bridget, who placed the
dishes near his plute and left him to
mon

The sitting room
shift for himself.
was, of course, forbidden to him,
though he might linger for a moment
in the doorway without impropriety
He
and listen to the superior race.
was the owner of a small garage and
machine shop—"Victor's garage It was
culled—and was a widower without

children.
"This is a hard world for a colored
speman, sir," be said once to Matt.
cially if he's better educated than the
most of his race and is given to think-

ing a little, like I do. The majority
of them are no company for me. with
their common ways and cheap Ideas:
and, of course, I am personum non
grata to white folks Here I am. stuck
middlewlse between the two.'
Matt conceived a sincere regard for

the old fellow, whose lowly, effaiiug
life was not without a certain tragedy.
There was a fine strain In the mulatto
and an Innate dignity and kindness
that commanded respect, not to speak
of a whimsical humor that gleamed
out even In his most earnest moments
"You're a man," he once said to Matt,
"while I have the misfortune to he a

That's a bigger difference
The
between us than color Itself
darky can't go anywhere and do anything. but right off. he's a problem.
When we eat. we're a problem: when

problem.

hospital, we're

we go to a

can't hop
again we're a
we

a

problem:

train, but there
problem; when we die.
on

a

we're a problem, for, T»rd save us,
alack bones mustn't lay next to whit··
Nothing could be got from the boarders

except warnings.

Each

one

ran

On Matt s
his own business.
foretold
latter
the
Victor
to
jppeallng
the swift finish of the garage business
"Owners are getting to know too
much,'' he said. "You can't pell a ten
of gas lights for sixty like
dollar

down

pair

If l was you, Marse
you did once.
Broughton, I'd try mules. There never has been enough mules, and there
never will be!"
Matt
accordingly, though rather
slackly, it must be confessed, began to
look into mules; he accumulated stac ks

mule Information; he wrote to
Washington and got for nothing the
concentrated wisdom of a whole mule

of

sub-bureau.

Ail this was very encour-

aging, and was made more so by Victor's request to come In as a partner.
He thought he could sell out his garage for $ 1.4<)0 or $1.000. and volunteered to be Mutt's man Friday.
"I won't be any trouble to you," he
pleaded earnestly. "I know my place,
and I'll keep it. no matter bow close
we have to live; and I'll cook and
wash, and do everything till we're on
feet."
Matt did not commit himself; it wae
and
so much easier to dawdle along
our

r

«-·> v-i.

Mrs.

Matt took up Ills quarters In
Battane's boarding house on Jefferson

avenue

and fell into

an

aimless, drift-

ing sort of life, in which the dinner
of
bell was the most Important part
the day. lie took long tramps, assiduously read the daily paper. Interested
other boarders and
schemes for his
With $4,500 he could surely
future.
make some kind of start somewhere.
form of "start" and
But what
himself

In

the

over

of those irresistible nuisances
who are popular when better men are
He never paid Mrs. Sattanemore
not
than half his hill; his engagement with
the Banner was almost In the nature
of alms to fallen greatness; the liquor
dealers allowed him to fine them an
incalculable number of bottles of whis-

"RESCUE AT SEA.

were

sum.

A little later he left the store with

—

was one

"Among the passengers yesterday on
board the Incoming Oceanic Steamship

Mariposa

larger

week at Mrs. Sattane's before be even
a
the man's existence
grave, elderly mulatto of a kindly, open
face and ingratiating manners, who
was something in the nature of the
boarding bouse skeleton. His name

discovered

by, Jolly
Ills buttonhole and a pleasant (if often
inarticulate) word for everybody, Hovt

Chronicle of January 24, 1904:

company's

only,

bones to stay.
In contrast to Hunter Hoyt the rest
of Mrs. Sattnne's boarders seeme !
One of thei
commonplace indeed.
was too bumble a creature to call him
Matt lived
•elf a boarder at all.

what "somewhere?"
Meanwhile he smoked his pipe and
made friends with tho other boarders.
The principal of these was Hunter
Hoyt a genial, fat old scamp of Ufty.
never altogether sober, though varyingly drunk, who in his palmy days
had been a sensational journalist of
world
some celebrity In the newspaper
of New York and San Francisco
Drink had been his ruin, and he was
now doing reporter work for the local
Munnswan paper, the Uuuuer. Shaband always with a flower In

Matt's untrained ear marvelously reeponslve and marvelously perfect
An hour later he was aboard the
North Star, and the rustling land
breeze was bearing him out of the
Six
on the long slant north.

San

with the privilege of selling
the ring at any time he wished for the
lars

pal endeavor of the naval academy is
to teacb the midshipman be is a per*
eon of very small importance, who is
to do what be is told, keep bis mouth
shut and respect the flag, and Matt
bad not wholly outlived this youthful
training which had been put in his

precise

He had taken as α motive one
of those simple, plaintive German folk
songs, passing from improvisation to
Improvisation till it seemed the cry of
ail suffering, doomed humanity. Mlrovna, herself α brilliant musician, was
and apt In following and to

the

considered the proposal, did he care to
take so large an advance as $4,000.
The interest charges would soon grow
beyond his powers to meet them, and
the ring would be Irretrievably lost
Explaining his perplexities to Mr.
8nood, it was finally agreed that he
was to be advanced a thousand dol-

vaguely turned

Boul.

from

Why. that was a fortune—not that he
wished to sell the ring except in the
last extremity, nor, as he bewilderingly

Captain Broughton of the
of trunks and passengers. Matt's
shipwrecked schooner North Jostle
own eyes were dim as the train moved
I
"All
he
explained.
Star,"
real

AM

play before, with an intensity, a fire,
in unendurable puthos that wrung the

Extract

only gasp. Fifty-five hundred douars!
He bad thought vaguely of a couple
of thousand, trembling at Ills own presumption. Fifty-Ave hundred dollars!

Even the flower he was so particular about was never paid for, except by an amiable condescension that
Slgnor Tony Frendo perforce accepted
In lieu of cash. There was everywhere
α contemptuous affection for the old
ecnllawag, whose courtly ways and
husky compliments made him an es-

ky.

"We'll advance you

$4,000

«η

it"

He held mo In very great esteem and
made me a present of the ring on my

departure."
"He's

a

ployer?"

very

rich

man—this

em-

"Oh, yes; very rich Indeed."

"Then you have no reason to doubt
that this ring was—er—legitimately ac-

quired?"

"ί ο one who knew him could ever
doubt that Why, It would be utterly
·
Incredible."
"You must pardon me for asking
these questions," went on Mr. Snood
in a kinder tone. "It'e a good plan to
be careful, you know. After oil, it is

to your own interest as well as ours,
isn't It?"
"Quite bo," assented Matt hoping
that Mr. Snood would soon come to the

point

"I'll tell you what IH do," said the
hesitating and examining the

latter,

with evident admiration.
"Mind, I'm not saying you mightn't
get a better offer elsewhere, but this
Is the best Snood & Hargreaves can
do for you. We'll advascé you $4,000
on it at 7 per cent interest and we'll
engage to buy It outright now or later,
for $5,500."

ring again

This was so much more than Matt
had ever diyamed of that hu^could

pecial favorite

of the women.

Hunter Hoyt took an Instant fancy
to Matt aud In many ways, some of
them pathetic enough, sought to win
his regard. In spite of his decadence
there were often times when Hoyt
could be both clever and entertaining.

When with the right level of whisky

In his sodden old carcass he could regain his former powers and astonish
one with his mocking, humorous, brilIt was then that
liant flow of talk.
contempt changed to admiration, and
Intimacy followed. Except In regard
to John Mort Matt kept nothing beck
from the old fellow, who was Insatiable In his questions and as fascinated

by the younger man's past as any boy.
Matt had no conception of what a
picturesque figure be was to those watery, bleared old eyes, nor how sincerely Hanter Hoyt adored him. As
for Ids own looks, he had long ceased
to give them much thought At thirtyone most men have outgrown that He
was scarcely aware that his fine, sensitive face was recovering the color it
had lost in the tropics or that his rig-

frame and broad shoulders and
wavy, clustering black hair were likely to attract favorable attention. The
key to bis whole character and the underlying cause of bis charming manners i-oiild he found In the modest esThe nrlucl·
Hniin.. in· li:i<l of himself.

orous

à

"And

you

·ο

art

a

real live kingV

coquette with Imaginary mules, and
work out imaginary mule profite, than
to bestir himself with actualities.
One day, after breakfast, wbile he
was in his room, be was called down
to the parlsr by the only visitor that
The grizzled,
had ever nought him.
smiling mc.n who rose to greet him

stranger.
the editor of the Manaswan
Banner," slid the stranger, introducing Iilmself deferentially. "Tom Maywas α

'Tm

name Is, and a very Injured
Mr. Eroughton! Yee. sir, a very
Injured mail, for surely the local paper
had the finit call on a local boy? Oh.
Lord!" he ejaculated In the same key
of pretended Indignation, "to think

nard, my
man.

and
you were hiding here all this time,
I didn't know a thing about it!"
"I don't understand." said Matt,
smiling toe·. "What's this all abont

anyway?"

"And so you ire a real live king?"
went on Mr. Maynard, ignoring the
question, aid gazing at him in humor'What a lot of stick In the
ous awe.
muds It mukee us feel that one of our
boys could go out and do that, while
we

utayed at home with the chores."

[το

be

coirrurosD.]

Moss Bread.
A kind of bread Is made along
Columbia river by the Indians from β
moss that grows on the spruce fir tree.
Thin moss Is prepared by placing it to

heaps, spr.nkllng it with water and

permitting it to ferment Then it l>
rolled into balls as big as a man'·
hea·!. and these are baked in pita.
We would rather bear a man wttfc
impediment In his speech talk than
an
with
one
impediment In hie

in

thoughts.- New Orleans Picayune.

J.
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The Oxford Democrat.

THE DOINQS OP THE WEEK IN ALL
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.

ISSUED TUESDAYS.

South Paris, Maine,
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&

K'litor « and
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first Baptist Church, Bey. G. W. F. Hill, pasa. M.
tor.
Preaching every Sunday at 10:45
Sabbath evening terries
3 on day School at 11
at 7.30.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at
Covenant Meeting the laat Friday before
7 30.
All
■.
the 1st Sunday of the month at 2 JO r.
Invited.
not otherwise connecte»I are cordially

20, 1914

FORBES,

Mr». H. W. Lyon la expected here the
and
present week from Boatoo, where «he
Admiral Lyon are spending the winter.
comes at this time a· the guest
Mrs.

A. E. FOKBU.

year If paid strictly In advance.
a year. Single copte· * cent».

Lyon

of Mrs. Hubbard.
A good audience turned out Friday
evening to the aupper and entertainment
of the Baptist Circle at Cummings Hall.
as usual, and
New type, faet presses, electric The supper vu excellent,
JOB Panmsa
low
price· a pleasing entertainment of vocal and
power, experienced workmen and
comblât- to make thl· department of our buti- instrumental music and readings was
ne·» complete and popular.
given.
Xo, the Arctic wave of last week did
NHULE t'OPIK*.
It struck with all
not skip Paris Hill.
cent»
j tbe fury of a record-breaking low temSingle copies of the Democrat are four
of
by
on
mailed
price
will
be
receipt
[
•ach They
a powerful gale. Althe publishers or for the convenience of patrons perature pushed by
on
most everyone was kept very busy feed•Ingle copiée of each ls»ue have been placed
•ale at the following place· In the County
ing fires and thawing water pipes. One
Howard's Drug Store.
tkmth Paris,
resident reports frozen plants that were
ShurtlelTs Drug Store.
sitting within four feet of a stove in
Noyes Drug Store.
Norway,
which a good tire was constantly kept
Stone's Drug store.
Postmaster.
Sewton.
A. L.
Ruckdeld,
burning.
Mrs Harlow. Post Offlce.
Pari· Hill,
Mrs. Herbert L. Scribner, who recently
Samuel Τ. White.
West Parle,
had a serious surgical operation at the
Maine Eye and Ear Infirmary, in PortSKW ADVERTISEMENTS.
land, returned home Saturday, having
made excellent recovery.
Be Sure You are Right etc.
Local talent from Paris Hill will preYou'll Catch Cold.
Miner's
tbe
tbe drama, "Dot,
sent
Heater.
Buy a Clark Sleigh
American Law
Daughter," at North Buckfield on FriHere are Items that Will Interest You.
day evening of tbis week.
Attention.
The town's brown-tail moth crew beZ. L. Merchant A Co.
Parle Trust Company.
gan Monday morning gathering tbe
Experience.
nests from the high trees on the Hill.
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
AU legal advertisement·
At/VKKTlftKUKXTft.
are glvm three consecutive Insertions tor #1.30
conper Inch In length of column. Special
tract» made with local, transient and yearly
advertiser*.
—

Everv Woman, etc.
Troubled with a cough?
Twice Told Testimony.

qualities of character. Kind, loving and
thoughtful in hie family, full of cheer
and good will, he had a large circle of
friends who sincerely mourn his death.
There were beautiful flowers. The remains were placed in the receiving tomb
for burial in tbe family lot in West Pari·
cemetery.
Israel F.

Emmons, who for nearly
thirty years bas been a well known and
respected citizen of West Pari·, died at
his home on Main Street Thursday at 3
o'clock A.M. He was a native of Biddeford, the son of Jacob and Sarah Emof
mons, and was 76 years and S months
age. He leaves a widow, who was Mrs.
Miss
Fannie Hayes, and one daughter,
Bertha Emmons of Portland, and one
grandeon, Karl Hayes, who on account
of the mother's death in hie infancy, has
alwaya lived with his grandparents; also
three brothers, David, Winfield and Millard, and one slater. Mrs. Christiana
Emmona, all of We^t Paria.
Mr. Emmona came to Greenwood with
his parents quite early in life, and settled at Greenwood City, where for several yeara he waa in trade. In 18S7 he
came to West Paria and purchaaed the
En>ch Whittemore stand. Soon after
he built the store and dwelling now
owned by L. H. Penley, and ran a grocery and dry goods store until age and
ill health made it desirable for bim to
retire. Sioce then he has done farming
He was a aoldier in
on a small scale.
the Civil War, a member of West Paris
Lodge, I. O. O. F., and Granite Lodge,
F. and A. M.
The funeral waa held from hla late
residence Saturday at 2 o'clock, and waa
private to all except relative· and the
Masonic lodge which performed tbe burial service. Rev. C. H. Young waa the

FOKBKS DISTRICT.

is putting In a telephone line to connect with the Curtis
Hill line at Mark Niskaneu's.
Louis 0. Howe is at home from OquosI. H.

here and There.

Elllngwood

paragraph refers to an aoc.
Lucy Stevens Is on Paris Hill working
Maine county which has
been in the court since 1399, aa "histori- for H. D. Hammond.
John Hammond and Juso Kylloneo
cal." That newspaper writer is evidently not too familiar with court procedure. have put in their ice.
A new paper

equity suit

J

in a

J

Nothing that has happened in years in
the industrial world bas caused the sensation that has been tuade by the announcement of Henry Ford, tbe automo
bile man, raising the wBk'es of the 26,000
employes of tbe company to a minimum
of five dollars a day, and dividing a large
fraction of the net profits of the com-{
It is signifipany with the workmen.
cant of tbe standard that is accepted in J
business to-day, that almost everyone is
trying to find the selfish motive wbich
One ex
underlies Mr. Ford's action.
plains that he did it to forestall prospective competition; another, that it was
to avoid payment of so mnch income
tax.'! and no doubt soma think that the
right explanation is incipient paresis.
Very few are willing to accept the simplest reason that can be given.

[

After reading tbe newspaper stories
about some parts of Somerset County, it
is reasonably safe to conclude that the
hunters who go out there have to be
careful that tbe black foxes don't run up
behind them and bite their heels.
How much is the
up, now!
Those of us who have
national debt?
passed tiftv can remember when two o(
the most important matters of news in
the daily papers were the doings of congress the day before, and the amount of
Now
reduction of the national debt.
very few people have even an approximate knowledge of the amount of the
debt. According to a recent comparative
Leslie's Weekly, it is
statement in
11,028,000.000, and is the smallest debt
When we
of any of the great nations.
consider that the Panama canal has cost
to date nearly a third of that, it doesn't
look like so much after all.

Speak

Tbe unscrambling of the New Bngland railroa<I tuts* goes on space, but It bas not yet 'level
oped wbat the patrons are going to get out of tt.

—Exchange.

Soaked, of

course.

Again the wireless has demonstrated
its value, with an exhibit of 10$ persons

saved from the liner Cobequld, many or
all of whom might bave perished without It. Such things will in time get to
be mere incidents of the newt·, but as yet
they have not lost entirely the element
of mysticism.

Denmark.
Laat Friday, Jan. 9tb, the commuait;
shocked and saddened bv the sudden death of Mr. Alfred W. Belcher.
Mr. Belcher, a veteran of the Civil
War, although far from rugged, was in
hi· usual health np to a few hours be
fore bis death. He was indeed attending
a meeting of the Rebekahs—of which order he wa<« a loved and honored membei
—wheu an attack of heart trouble con
vinced everyone that the end was near;
and although he was at once removed ti
his home, and everything possible done
for bim, his death followed in a few
hours.
Mr. Belcher in his long sojourn among
us has so
intimately identified himsell
with the civic and social life of the towi
that his death brings to us all a sense ol
personal loss.
Qe was born June 5th, 1S3S, in Pozboro, Ma»s., where the first years of his lift
At bis country's call hi
were passed.
enlisted in Co. B, of the 53d liassacbu
setts Regiment, and served with honoi
until the close of the war.
After his return he resided for somi >
years in Lawrence where be held severa
municipal positions of responsibility anc
trust. In 1880 he married bis seconc
wife, Mrs. Clara Hill, and with her mov
ed to Denmark, where he has ever sinci
resided.
A devoted husband, a good neighbor,
and a useful citizen, be baa made foi
himself a place in the town of his adop
Pol
tion that will not soon be fi'led.
years be has held the office of towt
clerk, and served as chairman of thi >
board of health; and has also been an ac
tive member of Denmark Lodge, I. Ο. Ο
P., No. 50, and of Mt. Pleasant Eucamp
was

1

ment.

One of Mr. Belcher's most distinguish
ing traitj was his absolute loyalty
Loyalty to his family, his friends, and t< •
the fraternal order with which he wai
affiliate·!. It seemed fitting that bis feel ;
should enter upon that path whose em I
is peace, while surrounded by the broth
ers and sisters, bound to bim by ties ο I
friendship and fraternity; and it was bu
a fitting tribute to his long and faitbfu
membership, that the brothers of bis be
loved order should hold above his re
mains their impressive farewell cere
mony ; aud that from their hands hii >
dust should be returned to dust.
Ils leaves to mourn bim, a host ο I
friends, a devoted widow, still living ii
Denmark; a son in Lawrence, and s
daughter and granddaughter in Lynn.
C. A. Jkwktt.

It is announced that the tailors, who
a few years since bad every man
built on tbe model of a Princeton full(ireenwood.
back, have now decided that he ahall resemble the living skeleton of the museum
The late cold wave just leaving here wai ι
Yet doubtless said to be the most fearful In seven yean
as nearly as possible.
some of the men who wear the clothes
along our American coast, and whoevei
will have something to say about bow reads the shipwiecks and loss of life at
made.
shall
be
they
given in the daily papers will not doub
it.
Coasting In summer is all wel >
but please ezense me from tha ί
Tbe United States Geological Sur- enough,
kind of employment in the winter.
vey officially announces that tbe exact
Here the temperature reached 20 be
elevation of Mount Rainier is 14,408 feet.
low Tuesday morning,
freezing uj;
That settles it for George Otis Smith,
Even though pumps, aqueducts and potatoes; anc
director of tbe Survey.
was the cold that some teams wert >
Kainier Is the official name of tbe moun- such
allowed to remain in the barn during thi »
tain, if he should ever visit Tacoma,
Oar school was suspended two dayi
Wash., he needu't expect anybody to day.
and then resumed.
■peak to bim.
Mrs. Snell, Warren Brooks' house
made a flying visit to Berlin, Ν
The usual simple explanation of the keeper,
Η., Saturday, to see her daughter, re
result of an election is that the winner
turning the nezt day.
more votes than his opponent, but in
There has been very little visiting anc
«ton they are now saying that Curley
making calls this week as yet, thepeopli
was elected mayor because there didn't
generally remaining at home and getting
enough vote against him.
thawed out.
Three deaths have occurred within a
A young man who went in tbe other few miles of here since the new yeai
in—Mr·. Prank M. Cole, Mrs. Wm
day to bear a somewhat unsavory trial came Winfield
jPowers—to whom mighi
discovered among the spectators the Day,
be added Israel Km noons of West Paris
young woman to whom be was engaged,
and of course he very properly broke and with all of whom we were somewhai
acquainted in former years.
the engagement.
The ice harvwit is now secured anc
found much thicker than at first; anc
A young man whu wrote from New York that
teams
are crossing Bryant Pond.
he would return to hit home In Illinois ami pay
back the $40,0W) he stole If given tlx months tj
must
have
a
as
earn It.
spotted job pullmac car
West Sumner.
conductor.— Portland t'n-ss.

only

■

Kt

Evident

typographical

conductor read porter.

error.

For

The ladies of the Baptist Circle wil
have a dinner in the vestry nezt Wed

nesday.

Wm. L. Viniog of Abington, Mass.
Of considerable general interest is a baa been the guest of bia daughter, Mrs
Charles A. Barrows.
rescript handed down a few days since
The family of Everett Bobbins are all
by tbe Main» Supreme Court. A man sick
with grippe.
holding a single share of stock in a large
Mis* Fannie Lothrop Is visiting hei
power company doing business in a
western state, but organized under the aunt, Mrs. Julia Maybew, at Auburn.
Thermometer reports from varioni
Maine law, applied to tbe clerk of the
parts of the town ranged all the way
corporation in Portland for permission from
18 to 26 below zero on Tueedaj
to examine tbe list of stockholders. It
was suspected that what he wanted was morning.
to copy the list and sell it—Indeed, posAlbaay.
sibly be may have acquired bis one
Mr. and Mrs. Morrill were at the ne*
share of atock for that purpose. HowUe baa a new horse tc
ever that may have been, permission to mill Sunday.
work with the red one. Is hustling non
•xamine the list was denied him.
Petition for mandamus to compel the to get ready to saw this week.
clerk to grant the desired permission
Pretty cold rides out and back ever]
was then entered, and the case was night and morning.
Monday night thi
snow
dew so that frequently the hors<
heard before Judge Haley, who granted
tbe petition. Tbe case was appealed to could not be seen.
A Mr. Rainey from Greenwood ia driv
tho full bench, and the decision has now
been given. It le folly in favor of tbe ing one of Mr. Morrill's teams yarding
one-share stockholder, and be gets the cord wood.
Mr.
Benoett from Long Mountain
right to examine the list, "irrespective
of bis motive or purpose." The court came down with a load of dry wood, godoes intimate that there might be a con- ing to Bethel Wednesday morning.
dition under which the order might not
h aa tings.
be given, as, mandamus being a discretionary writ, and not a writ of right,
Master Roderick Shirley McMillin hai
"tbe court might not feel compelled to a registered Scotch collie
dog.
iesne it in case tbe pnrpose of the petiArchie Edgerley bas engaged work
tioner is obviously vexatious, improper with D R. Hastings & Son.
or unlawful."
It may be added parenRez Rolfe has returned from a villi
thetically that cases in which a vexa- with bis grandparents at West Bethel.
or
unlawful
tious, Improper
Mra. Cora Kimball Is on the s'ek liât
purpose is
obvious would be extremely rare.
at M. R Hastings'.
It need hardly be said that tbe deciMiss Maggie Griffin of Berlin baa re■ion seems to tbe layman In accord with
turned, having visited relatives bare.
oomtron sense and common right.
It la
Rufus Smith was in Berlin Thursday.
refreshing to be assured that the corpoOrover Qriffin of Berlin la driving
ration laws of Maine, bad as they are ad- team for tb·
Company.
mitted to be by so many who don't dare
Several from hare attended the dance
try to reform them, at least do not en- at Gilead Saturday night.
courage tbe concentration of business
Mrs. Den Daley from acrosa the river
control by shutting oat the smsil atock- spent Thnrsday
night with friends here.
holder from all knowledge of the corpoJan. 13, a bitter cold and blustering
ration affairs. Tbe small stockholder is day.
The mill waa quiet. Man and
an insignificant factor in corporation beaat
sought shelter.
mattera, any way. but it seems be haa
aome rights which the management are
North Buckfleld.
bound to respect.
The four-act drama, "Dot, tbe Miner's
Daughter," which was given by local
Governor Haines will be a Candid s te.
talent at Parle Hill recently, will be prewho
bad
hav*
doubts
aa
to
whether
aented by the same company at tbe
Any
Governor Haines would be a candidate Grange Hall in this village on Friday
(or renomioation have bad their doable evening of tbia week, Jan. 23d. A
picended by the authoritative announce- caninny lullaby
song by Mrs. Kate Hamment of the governor that he will be a mond, between tbe third and fourth
acta,
candidate in the prias arias for the Re- will be one of the feature· οt tbe occ*·
pubUoa· nomination.
sioa.
Tbe Small

Stockholder

lias

Rights.

officiating clergyman.

Mr. Emmona has been in
was
poor health for some time, yet be
able to be around until the Saturday
previous to death, when he Buffered a
fall in tbe barn from which he never regaioed consciousness.
Mr. Emmons waa an honorable man in
every respect, and waa of retiring disposition, preferring the companionship of
his family and tbe quiet of bis home to
outside social life. An opportunity was
given hla many friends to pay their last
respect· from 1 o'clock to 2 previous to
tbe funeral.
George A. MacDonald, a native of
Nova Scotia, died very suddenly Wednea
day nigbt, aged 57 yeara. Mr. and Mrs.
MacDonald came to Weat Paria last
spring in answer to an advertisement of
C. C. Dearborn for some one to care for
him and Mrs. Dearborn. After a brief
time they movod to a rent on nigh
Street, and at the time of bis death be
Manufacturwas working for the Pari·
ing C >. Mr. MacDonald was tbe son of
Cuarles and Sally (Hartford) MacDonaid. His aged father, now over 90 years
old, la living in Lancaster, X. H., and ia
cared for by a daughter. Mr. MacDonaid was three limea married. His first
wife was Evelyn Blodgett of Groveton,
Ν. H., his second wife, Alice Brown of
Lancaster, and the third waa Hattie
Sandersou of Colebrook, Ν. H. The remains were taken to Lancaater Friday
morning.
Rev. Isabella Stirling Macduff of Canton, Mass., was a guest at J. R. Tucker's from Monday until Friday. Miss
Macduff waa pastor of the Universalist
church here for four years, and has a
host of friends who welcome her return
to West Paris.
The youug people of Norway played
"A Loyal Friend" to a good sized audiTbe play waa
ence Thursday evening.
well presented. A dance followed the

Although

I

Then consider the
of

Rev. J. H. Little
proclamation
of Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens, national president of the W. C. T. U., and presented
tbe|i esolution Richmond Pearson Hobson
hax presented to Congress for national
prohibition. It was adopted by those
present. The musio was in charge of
Mrs. I. H. Wight, and consisted of
hymns by a chorus choir; duet (violin
and piano), by the Misses Herrick; solo,
Mrs. Wight; and a violin solo by Wm.
Bingham, 2d. The meeting was well attended and interesting.
Friday evening the second team of
basket ball came from Norway to play a
retnrn game, and Gould's team won
again. Last Friday Gould's first team
lost to Norway.
Saturday Gould's first team went to
Bath to play Morse High.

spending

West Bethel.
Soow In the valley and snow on tbe mountain,
An<l sparkles or frost on the roof and the «pire,
Tbe cold moonbeam» fall on the lce-prlsoned

A

dewdrop shall eblne In tbe heart of

a

flower.

ously.

sleighing

where

money

your

brings

you

It is only the custom of holding a clearance sale at this
time and the determination to effectively clear the stocks at
the end of each year that make it possible to say

100
φ

Half Price in

We sell lots of tailored-toorder Clothes and
you if

you'll

let

for merchandise of

satisfy

can

there
but

better ?
little more than

one

a

Our only argument is
A Tailored-to-order suit

fit you, too.
cloth will be

a

quality. Is
really costs

are

Coats
Coats
Coats
Coats
C< ats

of Them and Have

Specialty

a

it

44

44

"

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

Heel,

No

44
"

"

"

44

good,

jo

44

44

12

"

"

|5

44

4.OO

44

4.25

8 inch top
44

12

44

44

Tbe

is

$49

possible

Ε. N.

ir-

eral

Central

is just here—they are a little
larger confectionery manufacturers', also a
er, but not strong enough to have that disagreeable

are

Total
Dally average of dallies
Dally average of weeklies

Pres.—G. W. Andrews.
Vlce-Pres.—Fred Stearns.

Sec.—M. A. LeRaron.
Treae.—Walter Laroque.
Directors—W. S. Fox, Zscta McAllister, J. A.
Fox, M. A. Le Baron.
A. W. Fox, who bas been sick In bed
with s kidney trouble, is improving.
M. A. LeBaron hss a csrbunole on bis
bead.
Little Corrinne Fox bas s bad cold.

Norway

Lake.

Mrs. Vesta Frost is

along.

Bryant's Pood.
the gale here Monday
193 aore toe.
Total average dally
Mrs. Charles Flint is some better, but
uight was nearly equal to that of Nov.
Transient and sample copies not in12, 1883, when ao much damage was cluded. The number of postcards sent Mrs. J. L. Partridge bas not been so well
done throughout Oxford County.
and reoeived cannot be estimated, yet is lately.
During the gale of Tuesday night the enormous for so small a place.
North Buckfield.
The foroe of

The writer can well remember when
dailies and only about a dozen weekly

no

papers came to the office onoe a week.
One mail bag was sufficient to carry all
the week's mall along the route from
Paris Hill to Canton Point, with room to
•pare. Now the daily average at East
Sumner office Is seven sacks, and sometimes nine sacks bave come in. And yet
the preheat population of the town is
much less than in those days. All showing that people are reading and being
educated by the newspaper·, which are
one of the moat potent factors known in
securing an everyday useful knowledge
of current events at home and abroad.
Dally papers are needed, but do not forget the great importance of the home
paper for the family. In the home paper
mosfcof the disreputable ads. and sickening senti men talism are eliminated,
and the reading leaves a good impression
—which cannot be said of some of our
Slocuu.
city dailies.

Miss

Mass.,

Csroline Hayden of Haverhill,

is

visiting

her

uncle,

Β. B.

Hay-

^

Gasoline Engine

=

Has Become

put

to so

her better.
Harry Buswell ia
Heald.

working

for F. E.

The thermometer registered 20 below
Tuesday morning—tbe coldest of
tbe season.
Mrs. A. S. Bessey ia still with her
daughter, Mrs. C. A. Bonney, who un·
derwent a aérions operation several
weeks ago. She ia getting along well.
zero

On account of the cold

ing

was

nearly suspended.

Tuesday

team-

Bast Brownfleld.
An Arotlc wave baa been rushing down

$39.00.
Pony Coat,
$49.00.

to

50

reduced from

long,

inches

c

learance

which

prices,

3 per cent

1

ready-to-wear

bit of winter

good

is

prices
plenty

Apparel

included under

is

tremendo sly lowered, every
of preseit and future wear.

are

for

Counter of Remnants

and short cuts of different materials representing nearly
and priced at a
every kind of piece goods, all measured
value.
n.>al
their
small portion of

New Spring

Half

case

checks and
io

cts

per

of

new

stripes,

yard.

ginghams

Ginghams

plaids,
priced at

in assortment of

32 inches wide, value 15 cts.,

Winter Underwear
Counter of odd lots and broken sizes in fleece lined
and natural wool put in at a small part of their value to
clean up quick.

For full particulars of our Clearance
last week's Democrat and dodgers.

see

Sale,

ONE PRICE CASH STORE.

MAINE

NORWAY,

High grade and
Economical

$1.60,-1.90,-2.25

per square

SOLD ONLY BY

RoohnG

S. P. Maxim & Son
South Paris,

Maine.

GIVE THE BURGLAR THE ΉΑ.ΗΑ!"
BANK YOUR CASH WITH US

Necessity.

no

Our fruit and shade trees will be ruined in a year or
stop pruning and go to spraying ; and here is
where your engine comes in.

valley. Its fnry aeema to be
spent, probably when it reached the sea.
This Thursday, Jan. 15, Is tbe day aet
North Waterford.
for observance aa national prohibition
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Henley are re- day. It will be tbe subjeot of this evenjoicing over the birth of twin boy· born ing's mid-week meeting.
the 10th.
The W. C. T. U. held Its regular meet*
Fred Hazeltnn broke tbe large bone in Ing on the 9tb. Tbe day waa very unhis leg while working in tbe wood·
propitious, but a faithful few were able
Thursday. Dre. Bradbury and Cool· to be present.
idge attonded.
Mrs. E. A. G. Stickney bas closed ber
Frank McAllister froze hi· ear and cottage, and will spend the remainder of
faco Tuesday morning going from hi· tbe winter st tbe New Uberty with ber
place to the village. E. C. Henley, R. F. daughter, Isabel 8tickney.
D. carrier, didn't go with the mail TuesMrs. Allen has returned from Providay on acoonnt of the bad drift· and dence, and 1s at ber post at tbe New
oold.
Uberty Hotel.
Several from this plaoe attended the

We

can

East Waterford.
dance at Hunt'a Corner Saturday night,
and report a fine time. Thla will be the
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Pride drove to
laat one until March.
North Fryebnrg Thursday to attend tbe
Mr. and Mra. Isaiah Hazelton vlelted fnneral of Mrs. Pride's nephew,
Byron
their son Fred Friday.
Johnson.
Mason.
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Mclntlre attended
Wilson'· Mill·.
Mrs. S. R. Grover is better at this
the dedloation of tbe new grange ball at
J. W. Buokman ia hauling his haj to Sooth Paris.
writing.
I
Frank Brown of Northwest Bethel was Richardson Pond to the camps of the
We are pained to record the death of
In town scaling this week.
Lissle C., wife of Geo. H. Keen, Jan.
Cumming· Bros.
Little Loton Hutobinson had the misTbe long oontinned cold bot pleasant. 10th. She waa the only child of Henry
fortune to out bis knee badly last Friday. weather ha· put tbe road· in good oon- Young, with whom abe and ber hoaband
He is under the dootor's care.
dition for bnaine·· or pleasure.
made tbelr home. Her age was about
Her husband snd father have
Arad Barrows is conducting a survey-1 42 years.
Guy Waldron la working for Ε. H.
Morrill.
a
anmmer
roots
to
look
out
for
tbe
ing party
sympathy of every one.
D. W. Cashing was in Berlin, Ν. H., an toe, to conneot with tbe lake steam·'
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Mclntlre are visitSaturday.
boats, from "The Balsams."
ing at Geo. Brownell's at North WaterA. J. Hntohlnson was In Norway the
Monte Fox is helping D. C. Bennett ford. snd will attend the installation of
latter part of last week.
tbe Odd Fellows and Rebekaha Saturday
get up his season'· wood.
Miss Roale Tyler is visiting her brothWilliam Cobb is up with a crew of evening.
er and sister on Grover Hill.
men making repairs on Azisooos dam
▲ household remedy in America for 16 year»— !
Mrs. T. E. Westleigh's baby was sick ; and sluice.
Dr. Thomas' Eclectic OU. For cots,
the first of the week, bat Is reported bet- ! B. S Bennett waa over from Rsngelej burns, scalds, bruises. 26c and 50c. At sprains,
all drug
tor.
stores.
the llkb, oame across with a team.

fit you up with any kind of

Spraying Outfit, or any
right, come and see us.

a

power you want.

Gasoline Engine,
Our prices are

A. W. WALKER k SON, SOME
SOUTH

the Saco

j

to

machine used on the farm that you
many uses as you can the Qasoline Engine.

In fact there is
can

a

12.50

den.
Schools In town closed Jan. 16 for the two unless we

spring vacation.
B. §. Record was in Auburn laat week
to see Mrs. J. E. Maybew.
He reporta

j

South Paris

Square

kk

improving right

Mrs. David Flood and Mrs. Winnie
Ball are better of their cold·.
Virgil Flood la having a bard time
Wl from a sore in tbe head.
Mrs J. S. Smith bsa been confined to
97
δβ the couch with a bad foot caused
by a

1-2 pound 10c.

A. E. SHUETLEFF CO.
Market

were

8.50

11.00

poiusnc

aro-

η.

Marston attends her.
Our young people may get some conception of the severity of the great
eight-days1 blizzard of 28 years ago by
taking last Tuesday as a fair sample of
That memorable recordthat event.
breaking blizzard occurred on the last
days of February and first days of
March, 1880, and for one full week there
were no trains nor mails.
Mrs F. H. Hill bas been the guest of
To give an idea of the number of
ber brother, E. D. Packard, and family newspapers that come to East Sumner
at Norway.
daily and weekly we use figure· from
Mr·. Mary Ellen Bridge, who bas been Postmaster A. L. Palmer's report.
For
a guest of ber
daughter, Mr·. Ned I. one week, Jau. 5 to 10:
Swan at BryaDt Pond, and Mrs. Iuea Dallies received
583
S39
Uammoud of Stratford, Ν. H., baa re- Weeklies received

that

garment

the
the
little strong-

Found 20c.

were

Every

Drops.

Children eat them with pleasure. They
made from the best granulated sugar and white
matic hoarhound herb.

that

this heading, all

CO.

taste.

7*5°

Natural

your
way
Elest
[oarhound drops. Many have found it so—and
fresher than

reason

wtre

Natural Pony Coat, 50 inches long, reduced from

probably

Gen-

$ 6.00

priced
priced
12.00 are priced
15 00 are priced
17.50 are priced

of Women's Outer

Cough ?

Get Some of Our Hoarhound

that

00

good

a

00 are

11.00 are

$ 9

were

ι hat were

January Clearance

MAINE

Troubled with

12.50

brocade, cheviots, chin.hillas and

Our entire s'ock put in at
savii g to you of 25 to 33

price.

NORWAY,

are

mean a

3-5°

OPERA HOUSE BLOCK

to.

Fur Neck Pieces and Muffs

3 25

SWËTTSHOE

that

$62.00

3·°°

quality,

are

7*5°
10.00

$32.00.

to

3.5Ο
3-75

44

44

25.00

to
to

prices here quoted will give evidence of the imshould be placed upon prompt action, when
that
portance
a fur purchase of any kind is contemplated.
Black Pony Coat, 50 inches long, reduced from $39 00

$3,35

44

io

were

to

The

Large Variety

Maiden Ribbed Heel, 8 inch top

are

20 00 are

.$ 5.C0
6.50

reduced to

reduced
reduced
reduced
reduced

Furs and Fur Garments

Norway

WITH LEATHER TOPS
a

were
were

The materials

HEN'S RUBBERS
We Make

12

eponge, brocades,

as

Persian cloth.

six months' time,

(2 Stores)

important

demonstrate this fact.

Women's and Hisses' Coats

F.H.NoyesCo.
South Paris

50
15.00

were

Suits that

and farmers are
44
44
44
"
3-75
14
Serve God and be cheerful. Make brighter
taking advantage of it. A great deal of
44
44
44
44
The brightness that falls to your lot;
..
j6
4.OO
wood is being hauled to tbe station.
The rare, or tbe daily-Kent bleeitng,
BiiHinena seems to be very quiet here,
Profane not with gloom and with doubt.
so much sickness and so many deaths
and the tops are as
These Rubbers are first
West Bethel may still be found on the and accidents, people seem to be dishave some for less money
also
We
make.
to
is
it
as
map of Oxford County, but the weathor couraged.
has boon too cold for news to circulate.
that are worth the
Locke's Mills.
Nearly every person trying to winter
conof
South
Portland
Ordell Bryant
bouse plants lost them by freezing last
week, and many potatoes were'frozen In ducted the aorvicea at the Union church,
Sunday, Jan. 10. This ia the second
cellars.
Mrs. C. L Abbott, Mrs. Vienna Holt time Mr. Bryant has apoken here,.and
We (eel
and Mrs. G. W. Harden were prostrated his sermons are interesting.
by illness laet week, and Dre. Wight, quite an interest in him, as be is a native
Twaddle and Tibbetta are in this village of this place.
Ernest Day cut nne of his fingers while
nearly eveiy day.
RESIDENCE 38-3
BUSINESS 38-2
A wild western blizzard struck town at work in tbe mill, blood poisoning set TELEPHONE,
Monday, and woodsmen having homes in, and be is now at the Lewiston hosnear did not go far from their kitchen pital.
George Sails ia to run the engine at
fires for three days, wbilo womon and
•mall children hovered over stoves trying tbe Milton mill, and will soon move his
fatuity there.
to keep from shivering.
Esther Littlefield spent Thursday at
Elbert Briggs has moved from the
house on Flat Street, owned by Mrs. W. Abbio Trait's.
Ordell Bryant wsa entertained Sunday
D. Mills, to the Murphy bouse, so called,
oc the north aide of tbe railroad, and is st David Foster's.
Miss Grace Kendall has many friends
again running tbe presses, folding circulars and addressing envelopes for tbe here, who were pained to bear of her
death.
Oxford Postcard Co.
Mrs. Ida Crooker has returned from
bast Sumner.
West Parla.
Mr. Brown, our new machinist, has
Paul Stephens, Vinton Bradeen and
If you are having trouble with a cough and find it
lire. Stella Cobb, wife of James H. moved his family here.
the simhard
to get just what will stop it,
have
Cobb, all of East Sumner,
recently
West Lovell.
trouble is to try our home-made
out of
Maine
been admitted to the

L.—Mr».
Hall
8.—υ. L. Urover
A. S.—Clia». Stevens
Chap—Rev. D. A. Ball
Treas.—J. C. Howe
Sec.—F. L. Wyrasn
Q. K.—C. S. Marshall
Core»—Mr<. Grace Stevens
Pomona—
Flora—Mrs. O. L. Peabody
L. A. S.—Mary Stearns
Chorister—Mr·. Alice Woo<l
Organist—Mrs. Alice Urover

bouse of Burton Cole at North Woodstock caught lire around the kitchen
chimney. It was discovered at 2 o'clock
In the morning, and Mr. Cole with the
assistance of one of bis neighbors tore
away the woodwork and by bard work
saved bia house.
Two funerals were held here on Wednesday. Mrs. Sarah E. Day, whose illness wan reported last week, passed
She was tbe
away Sunday evening.
widow of William Day, who died March
1, 1910. Mrs. Day was the daughter of
Thomas and Qannah Durgin Ayer, wbo
formerly resided at Mexico, Maine, and
moved to our village In tbe early sixties.
Two children survive her, Mrs. Florence Clark of Wells Beach, and Miss
Alyce P. Day of this village. Tbe funeral was held at tbe residence, attended
by Rev. C. G. Miller of Paris.
Wlnfield R. Powers, wbo bas been ill
with quick consumption, died quite
Until
suddenly Momfay afternoon.
within a few woeka be had been working as night operator at this station. He
was a young man well liked in the community. and tbe only child of John D.
and Ella Hx>we Powers. The funeral
was beld at tbe Universalist church, attended by Rev. Ε. H. Stover.
Tbe Dearborn Spool Co. started up
their mill for sawing spool timber Jan.
12tb and will employ an extra orew for
several months.
Orin Sanborn, an old and respeoted
resident of E«st Woodstock, died on the
night of Jan. 15th. He had been in poor
health for several months, though bis
death wan quite sadden. He leaves a
wife and three'ohildren, Harvey Sanborn wbo reside· at home, Mrs. Cora
Perbam, and Mrs. Ella Dudley, both residing in Woodstock.

are

Suits that

just what
woolens now awaits your call. Come
and
Summer
Spring
in and see them. Order a suit today and have it delivered

The West Oxford Telephone Company
Hospital, Lewieton, and each has
submitted to a surgioal operation. At met Tuesday for an all day meeting, and
play.
elected the following officers:
The grange held an all-day meeting thin date (Jan. 15,) they are said to be as
Pres.—Ε. T. Stearns.
laat Saturday. Tbe forenoon was tbe comfortable as could be expected. Dre.
Vice-Pres.—C. A. Qarcclon, Jr.
corporation meeting, with a re-election Marston and Heald of Buckfield were
Sec. and Treae.—G. W. Andrews.
Directors—Ernest Uartlett, N. T. Fox, Q. W.
of officers. In the afternoon was the in- preaent at the time of operating, and do
Andrews, Virgil LtUlefleld, W. II. Smith.
stallation of officers by G. W. Q. Per- not consider the cases critical.
Mrs. C. Augustus Bonney, who a short
Tbe West Lovell Telephone Company
bam of Bryant Pond:
time ago underwent a quite severe oper- met Wednesday evening and elected tbe
si.—ν;, ο. uuuiey
Dr. following officers:
Ο.—M. S. Bubler
ation, is said to be doing nicely.
D. A.

turned.

serges and diagonals.
Suits that were $10 oo

Suits that
Suits that

good ready made suit and it will
just as you want it and the
The complete line of
select.
you*
or

of the many

Most fashionable materials, such

It will be made

when you like. In two weeks' time
it's all the same to them.

one

thoroughly

to

Women's Suits

Custom Tailors

make your next suit.

highest grade.

only
depaatments involved

have

us

Hany Instances

necessary to visit

It is

Ed. V. Price & Co.

below zero in some places In the village.
There Is quite a good deal of sickness
fountain,
dre.
faint
of
e
his
touch
with
Tbe sun cannot fr
in town.
There have been six deaths
But the song of the south wind shall waken tbe
within tbe past six weeks.
clover,
Miss Ellen Harmon accidentally fell
The ringdove will coo to hie mate In the bower;
The frost-fashioned flake, when the winter Is and
huri|berself quite badly, but not serio?er,

begin

cents in value.

enjoyed greatly.
On Sunday Mr. Smith

Brownfield.
This week Tuesday was tbe coldest
that has been here for years—28 to 30

Ii

cost.

as

Only During Our Clearance
Sale Now in Progress that the Extremely Low Prices Now Prevailing in
All Departments can be Quoted.
It is

question

it's time to

every dollar

it

of Waterville,
S'ate Secretary of tbe T. M. C. Α.,
•pent tbe day here speaking In the
morning and evening.
The community was saddened by the
death of Mra. Ella Marshall Bearce, widow of tbe late I. P.
Bearce, which occurred Monday morning after a few days'
illness. Tbe funeral was held at her
Mrs.
home
Wednesday afternoon.
Bearce waa a member of Z. L. Paokard
W. R. C. and other societies, an active worker and will be greatly missed.
The weather has spoken for itself tbe
past week. From 16 to 20 below zero
according to locality. No school Tuesday. The principal business has been to
stay at home and try to keep warm.

well

as

$15 tailoring,

D.,

D.,

Driver,

quality

S

you've experimented with cheap

pointing D., of Chicago, gave his lecture, "Amerout the need of honest, faithful work of j ica
the Far Eaat," here, and all
and
example. whoFacing
tbe individual bv precept
were fortunate enough to hear It
read the
Responsibility,"

Successors to S. B. and Z. 8. Prince

Are You Seeking Tailoring?

Norway
orcharding, gave a talk
for some years. Very muob sympathy
went to
and day, and Wednesday morning
mother
and
father
the
for
out
goes
Dover and Foxcroft for a fruit meeting.
of
West
Walter
Mrs.
Ring
only sister,
H. P. Rawson baa been In Portland for
Paris.
a few day·, returning home Thursday.
Mrs. Eben Kilborn entertained the j
Benjamin Spaulding, Sr., was in MeColurabiau Club at Maple Inn Friday af- chanic Falls Friday.
and
Later in the season Mr.
ternoon.
Mias Clara Withington ia in WaterMrs. Kilborn will leave Bethel for a few
ville, tbegueat of Mra. Eugene Vaugbn.
months.
Mra. J. A. Rawaoo was In Mechanic
Sunday evening, Jan. 11th, there was Falls Monday.
in
the
Unia union temperance meeting
Tbe primary and Intermediate acboola
versalist church under the auspices of closed
Friday, and tbe teacher*, Miss
the
took
of
All
T.
U.
pastors
the W. C.
□all and Mias Hutchinson, went to HeJ. H. Little,
Rev.
service.
the
in
part
bron, where Mlaa Hall will teach four
pastor of the church, had charge of the weeks before going to her home in AnCurtis
W.
C.
Rev.
services.
opening
dover, and Misa Hutchinson will take a
spoke upon "Prayer a Power," and school in Auburn.
offered prayer especially for the success
Hebron.
of the efforts being pot forth for national
prohibition. Rev. T. C. Chapman, pastor
On Saturday evening, tbe 10th, John
of the Methodist church, spoke upon Merritte
LL.
Ph.
D.
"Individual

Ζ. L. MERCHANT & CO.

W/*

Kipea

Parle HUL

Proprietor*.

ATWOOD.

Buckftold.
Bethel.
West Paris.
Mi·· Mabel Lamb baa taken Ibe assistfnneral
were
the
The remain· of Aabury C. Cartia
Sunday afternoon, the 11th,
int operator'· place at tha téléphona
brought here Monday afternoon from of Alfred M. True wae held In the Conoffice, Mlu Lena Ingersoll baling given
wàs
the
service
The
and
Ν.
oburob.
H.,
bit home at Fremont,
gregational
np the poeltlon.
C.
W.
Rev.
A.
the
10:90
at
M.,
and
wai
held
pastor,
fanerai
Taeeday
very «Impie,
Daring tbe eevere oold day· tbe first
a
Re*. C. H. Yonng officiating, Weet Pari· Curtis, paid a fine tribute to blm a·
week many «light freeze· of water
will be of tbe
True
Mr.
deceased
which
of
friend.
end
O.
0.
I.
■oldler
F.,
Lodge,
occarred, bat no aerlon* trouble
familiar
wai s member, performing the burial mnob missed, for be bas been a
Tbe primary and inas been reported.
had
•enrioe.
figure upon our streets, and always
school· were cloaed Monday
termediate
left
He
Mr. Curtis was the eon of Adoniram a kindly greeting for every one.
afternoon and Tuesday, and tbe brush
and Janet (Young; Cnrtl·, and waa born oo* sister, Miss Mary True, with whom
shop and Morrill & Cloutier'a mill were
G.
J.
Mr».
and reared In Woodstock. He waa 70 he lived, and two half sisters,
cloaed for a day.
Bertrm
Mrs.
Brymarried
Gehring of Bethel and
yeara and θ month· of age. He
Miai Betb Atwood, who baa been with
John
with
who
a
half-brother,
ant of Bangor, and
Jennie S. Richardson of Pari·,
Mr. and Mra. H. ▲. Irish, returned to
the
was
He
two
and
Boston.
grand- Preston True of
their aon, Frank Cartia,
her home In Boaton Thursday, and later
children, Francis and A va, of Onildball, son of the late Dr. Ν. T. and Ruth Wins- will go to Felamere, Florida, to be with
when only 17,
wa· the low True.
enlisted
Mr.
Cartia
him.
He
survive·
Vt.,
her brother, Dr. H. F. Atwood, for two
re-enlisted twice, so served all months.
eldest aon in a family of six children, and
of
war.
Portland,
Cartia
the
civil
A.
Jndaon
through
only one,
Good Faith Rebekah Lodge initiated
The cold wave was so severe Tuesday •lz candidate· at tbe regular meeting in
of whom, survives. Hi· married life waa
in Wood- that there wae no school in the brick
homeatead
old
the
at
begun
•pite of tbe cold. Refreshments of cake,
atock, but later he ran a grocery and building in the afternoon and all day coffee and fruit pudding· were served
at Trap Wednesday.
atore
merchandlae
Mra. Fannie Gerrlab,
general
after the work.
Corner and later at Weet Pari·. More
Tuesday the funeral of Miss Graoe
Tilton and Mra. Eatber
her Mra. Cyothla
than thirty year· ago he «old hi· busi- Kendall was held at the home of
In charge.
tbe
committee
Waite were
ness at Weit Paris and moved to Cam- parents, Mr. and Mrs. Prank Kendall.
The degree work waa under the direccaused
has
bridge, Maes where he again engaged Mise Kendall's passing away
tion of W. H. Lurvey.
In tbe grocery business, doing a large much sadness in the whole community.
Amos Foster came home from the Lewretired
he
Gould
until
of
Academy,
business
and succeaaful
She was a graduate
iston hospital Wednesday.
email
teacher.
a
on
successful
settled
and
a
a few years ago
and bad been
very
The Woodmere Wandas assembled at
farm in Fremont, Ν. H. Always well She was a member of the Rebekahs, and | tbe Saints' Rest
Thursday afternoon,
and active,his death from valvular heart they attended her funeral In a body. drawn tbither
by the lure of "V. V.'s
is
the
serwithout
conducted
came
warning
which
C.
disease
Rev. T.
Chapman
eyes."
a severe shock to the bereaved family.
vice, assisted by Mr. N. R. Springer,
W. H. Conant, tbe gifted lecturer on
Mr. Curtis possessed many splendid who had been her Sabbath school teacher
Monat
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check is AS GOOD AS CASH to the tradesman
household wants. If yon haven't a bank account

WARM AND DRY
stock of Felt

Shoe·, Leggins

shoe· and Lumberman's Rubbers is

Gaiters,
complete.
and

Over-

Goodyear Glove Rubbers

W. 0.

a

Frothingham,

CAST0RIA(«ιλλικομ*·.
My ΪΜ Hhi Aliw limit

We pay 2 per cent interest

Maine.

ggS™
** /f.
A

for the liamddlat·

BRANCH BANK AT

check account.

BUCKI'IELD,

MAINE.

Paris Trust Co
South Paris, Maine.

THIS
is

that is needed for

J. P.
South

Modern
Hardware Store

fully stocked with everything that is necesLumbering, Teaming, and in fact I have

sary for

everything

-£*

ok.

Savings Department Connected with

Specialty

South Paris,

or

OPEN ONE TODAY.

KEEP YOUR FEET

My

extend invitations to the THIEF AND HOLDUP ΜΑΗ.

carry on their persons or in their homes large rams of money.
CHECK BOOH is of no nse to the professional thief. Still, a

They

Paris,
I

a

hard winter's work.

Richardson,
<

7

Maine.

The Oxford Democrat.
South Pans, Maine, January

Mr·. Η. Ε. Wilson sacg in the choir at
the Congregational church at Norway

Sunday morning.

The meeting of the Euterpean Club
will be with Mrs. Η. Ε Wilson Feb. 2d
instead of with Mrs. Smiley.

20, IQ14

SOUTH PARIS.
doi'th
<>ace

Hours

Λ sociable

Pettis

?

The Buckfield History.

ροβτ orriei.

3Π a. M. to 7 )80 p.m.

was

held at the

building Friday evening.
at

Frank S. Pike of Portland
£. Ο Milieu's last week.

a

guest

high
was a

school
guest

Mrs. L. L. I'belps of Sooth Portland is
at Mrs. Alice P. Thayer's.

Miss Grace Dean has been visiting
friends at Bridgton for a few days.
M». G. F.

Eastman

the

entertained

Ladies' Whist Club Thursday afternoon.
The Good Cheer will meet with Mr*.
Forbes on Porter Street Wednesday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Di'lingiiarn of
Diafield have been guests for a few
daye of their daughter, Mr*. E. C. Torrey.
Seats for the play of I'aris Grange,
'•The Brookdale Farm," will go on sale
at Howard's drug store Tuesday morn-

ing.

At the annual meeting of the Congregational Circle it was voted to have a
Christmas sale the tiret of December,

li»14.

the Congregational
Church Sunday was all composed by
Mrs. Cora Briggs. It is needless to say
that it was of the first order.
music

The

at

Ε. X. Haskell, Mrs. Dora B. Greene
and Edward L. Greene were at New
Gloucester Friday to attend the silver
wedding of Mr. and Mrs. John Rideout.

J

This Monday evening the Gales give
their costume entertainment in the high
school course. As hat been noted, this
program is devoted to Japan, and its
"music and myth.''
Mrs. C. E. McArdle, who has been
with her daughter, Mrs. Hoy E. Strick-1
land, in Schenectady, Ν. Y., for a
ber of weeks, has returned home, and
Mr. Strickland accompanied her.

Dtim-|

The history of the town of Buckfield,
by Alfred Cole and C. P. Whitman, has
been so nearly completed that it i· in
shape for printing. Some cuts, a few
biographical sketches, and a little gene
alogical matter are yet to be added. The
narrative part of the work Is complete.
Buckfield la a town with an interesting
history. No pains or expense have been
«pared by the authors to obtain all the
facta relating to the early settlement
which could be fonad anywhere, and this
part of the book will oontain many times
the matter usually produced in town
histories.
Over 100 of the early settlers served in
the War for American Independence.
A large number also «erved in the old
French and Indian War. Some of them
Braddock
were in the campaign of Gen.
when Col. George Washington saved the
army. Some survived the Massacre of
Fort William Henry, others were in the
siege of Louisburg and fought under
Gen Wolfe on the Plains of Abraham,
when Quebec was captured by the Eng
lieh. Several of them lived for years in
block houses for greater security from
the savages during the Indian wars.
This part of the book will be one of the
most interesting in the work. The patriots of the Revolution who settled
there after the war represented in their
service all the important battles of that
contest from Bunker Hill to Yorktown.
The chapter on the poets of the town
will attract wide attention, and no part
of the work will be uninteresting even
to people who have never lived there or
are connected with Buckfield famil ies.
It will be a large volume of about S00
pages and finely illustrated.
Part 2 will contain extracts from the
diary of Abijah Buck, for whom the
Orren Record's Depotown was uamed,
sition. Aunt Arvilla (Spaulding) Record's
Letter, and the journal of Hon. Zadoc
Long from 1820 to IStJO.
The appendix will contain the census
of 1790 and 1850, also voting list of 1S19,
town and militia officers and other interesting statistics.
The genealogies of families will be
very fall and voluminous.

While teaming last Tuesday, Linwood
orbett chilled bis feet and his hands to
Gov Long of the work writes:
some extent, one of his feet being so
Jan. 3, 1914.
badiy frozen as to keep him boused for Dear Mr Whitman:
a few days, but no permanent injury will
I am glad to know that the Hisresult.
tory of Buckfield is now ready for the
as
Mr. and Mrs. Ε. X. Anderson have
] printer. I h«ve read most of the manutheir guests Mr. Anderson's niece and script, and I think it will prove an uo
E.
Ordand
Everett
Mr.
Mrs.
hnsband,
usually interesting book—not wordy dry
way of Haverhill aud Groveland, Mass. statistics, but full of personal incidents
This is Mr. Ord way's first visit io this | aud the flavor of the pioneer and earlv
part of the state.
Jays. As a reproduction of the life and
ict-nes of a purely New England town of
A chimney burned out at J E. March's
the last century, it will have special inXo
on Park Street Tuesday afternoon
to all those at home or
lire outside the chimney, aud no damage terest—especially
awav who trace their family ties to Buck
done, though the fiâmes fiew fr<<tu the field. I
congratulate you on your good
The village
chimney top into the gale.
work.
was fortunate in getting through the cold
John D. Long.
snap without a fire.
Notes.
Maine
News
of
Western
the
>urned
An
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Dedication of New Hall of Paris

Grange.

INTERESTING EXERCISES WHEN THIS BEAUTIFUL NEW
HOME IS PUT TO USE.

adj
Poultry

ceremonies and the entertainment features of the affair were highly enjoyable
to all.
Doubtless a milder day would have
brought out a larger number, nevertheless many of the members braved the
terrors of the wind's ice breath, and
came some of them a distance of miles
for the event.
A little delayed from the advertised
hour of 1:30 in the afternoon wae the
formal service of dedication, so that it
was a few minutes past 2 when the offiParis G-ange escorting State
cers of
Master C. S. Stetson, marched into the
hall, the grange having opened in a room
on the ground floor, and the officers took
their several stations.
Worthy Master A. N. Cairns, who conducted the service,received the keys from
Philip S. Mason, who was in charge of
the erection of the building, and they
were delivered to State Master Stetson.
After the state master's brief address of
congratulation and exposition of the
purpose of the organization, the altar
was brought in and placed in the middle
of the hail, and the officers assembled
around it and performed their ritual service for such occasions, and State Mister
Stetson solemnly dedicated the hall to
the purposes of the order of Patrons of

Husbandry.

Following the formal service, Worthy
Master Cairns spoke briefly, summing up
in a few words the history of the need
that had existed and its satisfaction in
the building of the new hall, fie testified to the generous contributions of
money and labor that bad been made,
and expressed bis thankfulness to any
and all who had assisted in the work.
''We have one of the best grange halls in
the state, now let's have one of the best
granges," he »aid in closing.
Kev. C. G. Miller, being called upon
by the master, said that the greatest institution in the world is the Christian
church, and the Grange, and other like
organizations, are but reflections of it.
We know that the chnrch is an institution for good. Any of these other or-

That the new hall is a first-class building, and well adapted for the use of the
grange, goes almost without saying.
That as a public ball, for other gatherkigs besides the meetings of the grange,

The S gtna Tbeta cla*s of the Baptist
School has elected the following
officers:
Pre·. —Atla Turner
Vice-Pre#.—Mildred Eilgecomb
Sec
tilailys Damon

V/U

uuisuuY

ui

une

ivoca

vmuvo

G

race

hospital.
Upon learning of the
2| ierly neighbor whom he
I

vuv

'air of Parie
Grange, opening
ο clock ; and on Thursday and Friday
the play,
"The Brookdale
Farm," will be presented. This play
has been presented by the name cast in a
number of the neighboring towns, during tlie fall, with great success. A dance
will follow the play each night, with
muaic in charge of Howard Shaw

evening

at

I

I

Rev. A. T. McWhorter spoke at the
The population I
afternoon.
of the institution is small now, there beRecsnily twenty four I
ing only ten.
singing books have been provided for
these services, which aro much appreciated. They were secured by the Wo
man's Christian
Temperance Union, I
Mrs. L. C. Morton attending to the mat-1
ter, and a number of the butines* men
contributed small sums toward the purchase.
News of the sudden death in Bangor
Saturday of William C. Ellis, Deputy
Bank Commissioner of Maine, will be
read with r*gret by bank officials all
over the state.
During his official ca- I
reer covering a period of many years,
Mr. Ellis has often examined the local]
banks of Oxford County and has made I
good friends of all who met him. As an
officia· he was exceedingly competent
and thorough and hie death is a genuine
ioss to the state.
The work of repairs on the store at I
No. 2 Odd Fellow»' Block, which is to I
be occupied by Ripley & Fletcher as an I
automobile show room, is now well I
along toward completion. A hard wood
floor has been repaired, and a v>ains-j
cotiDg of bard pine put in, while above I
the wainscoting the walls and ceiling
covered with steel. It was necessary to I
change the front, which before had a
I
center entrance with two show window*.
Wide double doors which will admit an
automobile have been put in at the west
side of the front, and the rest of it is oc-1
one large plate glass window. I

jail Sunday

j

I

death of an elhad known for
nany years, Thomas W. Fisher, a retired
armer in Bowdoinham, aged 88 years,
-ose from the table and went to hie
room, and a short time afterward a revolver shot was beard and be was found
dead in the room.
Two indictments for criminal libel
bave been returned by the Cumberland
County grand jury against Rev. Wilbur
K. Berry of the Maine Civic League.
The indie'men ts are based αροα critihe Civic League
:isms published in
Record η the ac'ion of Justice George
P*. Haley iu connection with liquor cases
in Penobscot County.
now
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February.

Committee of arrangements— Dr. B. F. Bradbury, C. S. Akers and L. I. Gilbert.
S.ipper Com.—.John Swain, Frauk Brett, Eugece Andrews and Harry Kimball.
Mabei Warren, installing officer of the
New England Order of Protection, installed the officers of Lakeside Lodge on
Wednesday evening, viz,:
M —Mrs. Maud Wood
J. P. W.—Mrs. Hay Dennett
W

—

Emma Swan

At the Ladies' Aid of the Μ Ε. church
Thursday afternoon, at Mrs. Lucelia
M err;man's, the following committees
were

appointed:

Work Com.—Mrs. Flora Buswell, Mrs. Lucelia Merrlam, Mrs. Laura Proctor, Mrs. Lizzie
Merrill.
Entertainment Com.—Mre. O. L. Stone, Mrs.
L>. L. Joelln, Mrs. Clifford Frost.
Lookout Com.—Mrs. B. C. Wentwortb, Mrs.
frank Dow, Mrs. Hansom Gould, Mrs. Hiram
L;ia:k, Mrs. Mary Drew.
M ere ν and Help Com.—Mrs. A. T. Bennett,
Sire. Orln Kdgecomb, Mrs. Oscar Graves, Miss
Etta Noyes.

NEW HALL OK PAIUS GRANGE.

gau.zations whicb are fnr good will wax
itronger and stronger. I see do death
[or those institutions which center as
this does abouttbe altar of God. Mr.
Miller referred briefly to the almost forty
years since Paris Grange was organized
by a little bind of men and women, and
paid special tribute to the work of Mrs.
3. E. Jackson in securing the memorial
window to the charter members which
adorns the front of the building.
Silas P. Maxim, who, although Hearing his eighty seventh birthday, was an
interested auditor, gave some reminiscences of earlier days of the grange.
A. E. Morse was called upon to entertain tbe audience, and gave them the selection, "What Good has the Grange
Ever Done," and then "The J'iner," to

sverybody's delight.

State Master C. S. Stetson of Greene
his
was then called upon, and expressed
tees, a* nominated by Governor Haines
at being here to assist the
L.
Howard
is as follows:
Keyser, pleasurein
dedicating its beautiful new
Norway; jrange
Lireene; Albert J. Steam·»,
home on "this beautiful summer day."
Charles W. Clifford, Bath; Willie E. Parlie jocosely remarked that be left Baniou·, Foxcrof' ; Dr. A. C. Hagerthy, Elle
the afternoon before, and that he
worth; Hartley C. Baxter, Brunswick; gor
hadn't since been warm, until he was so
Mrs. Elizabeth B. Plumuaer, Dexter.
scared when he got up to speak that be
Mr Clifford is a Democrat. Mr. Keyser
was beginning to perspire.
is the president of the Maine PomologiThis organization, said Mr. Stetson, is
is a State
cal Society, Mr. Stearns
in tbe limelight more than ever
to-day
Mr.
a
is
Mr.
Clifford
jeweler,
Senator,
before, as far as its work in doing things
Parsons is a former member of the
For the betterment of the community is
House of Represen'atives and is a lawbuilt and
and joncerned, because you have
a
is
Dr.
physician
Hagerthy
yer,
dedicated and are going to pay for this
member of the State Senate from Hanbeautiful home. I want to impress up·
cock county. Mr. Baxter is a sou of the
an you that tbe success you have will deHon. James Ρ Baxter of Portland, Mrs.
tbe efforts put forth by tbe
Hummer is the wife of Col. Stanlej pend upon
individual members.
Mrs. Plummer has been
Plummer.
In my travels over the state I have
president of the Maine Federation of Found it the case in almost every grange
Women's Clubs.
that there are a comparatively small
number who are willing to g<)t behind
Will Build Road in Fryeburg.
the load and push. And there are a
In accordauce with the annonuced
number who are willing to let
larger
trunk
of
miles
seven
of
p'an buildiug
tbem do it. Whatever you do, don't get
line road in each couuty during 1914, the
on and ride.
Every one of you should
state highway commission Las made
Feel that you bave a work to do individnouncement of where the several secin the church, in the school, in
tions will be built. The Oxford County ually,
the graDge.
section is in Fryeburg, from the New
A selection was sung by the grange
cupied by
Hampshire line toward Brldgton, on ι choir, composed of Miss Nellie Tubbs,
will
mil^s
Seven
"B."
Mrs. Ida W. Fuller, formerly of Paris, state highway
Mrs. P. S. Mason, Mrs. Alvin Lovejoy
cover the larger part of that road which
died In Orange, Calif., on the 25th of
and L. A. Brooke, who also gave several
of
limits
Oxford
the
within
County, other selections in the course of tbe aflies
December. Mrs. Fuller was the daughI in the town of Fryeburg.
ter of Levi and Olive (Dow) Andrews,
of ternoon's program. Mrs. Clara Annie
the
several
of
locations
The
pieces
all the exercises.
and was born March 16, 1852. She mar-1
this year are sub- was pianist for
be
constructed
to
road
I
who
Brief remarks were also made before
ried Berman A. Fuller of Paris,
follows:
as
Androscoggin
stantially
three
About
died in January, 1S92.
and Monmouth;
with her son and I county, between Greene
years later Mrs. Fuller,
CumberTbe Philippine Question.
In which I Aroostook, Houlton south;
daughter, went to California, homo.
Portland and
between
road
She land, post
state she has since made ber
Nokth Watekkord, Jan. 8, 1014.
towards
Fairbanks
Franklin,
Bath;
was a member of the Methodist church
at the bridge across Editor Democrat :
and the Eastern Star and Kebekah or- Phillips, beginning
And so, President Wilson, speaking
in
Sandy River; Hancock, Ellsworth
ganizations, and had been active
Kennebec, between for himself and for the great Democratic
wards
Trenton;
a
church and lodge work. She leaves
War- party says, "In dealing with the PhilipMrs. Wal- Monmouth and Win:hrop; Knox,
son, Kalph Fuller, a daughter,
Waldo- pine problem, there is always thought
Lincoln,
toward
Waldoboro;
ren
a
sister,
ter Fine, and is also survived by
Warren; Oxford, New for the earliest possible independence of
boro toward
Mrs. Ella R. Walcott of San Francisco.
line through Fryeburg to- the Filipino·."
Hampshire
Let us see.—The Philippines came to
Advertised letters and cards in the wards Bridgton; Penobscot, Etna toof war. At that tlmo
Sonth Paris, Maine poet office, Jan. 19, wards Bangor; Piscataquis, Dover to- us as the result
of our
was at the head
1914:
wards
Dexter; Sagadahoc, Woolwich Wm. McKin'ey
Nor- government; and the Democrats were
Somerset,
Wiscasset;
towards
Mr. Clarence C. Wlleoo, letter.
"anti
imperialMr. John Sampson, letter.
ridgewock towards Madison; Waldo, vociferously shoutlDg,
Vtto Sollinlne, letter.
"anti-expansion." In this cry
Nortbport; Washington, East Machias ism,"were
Mrs. Flora Klllnitwood, letter.
of
statesmen
somo
joiued by
towards Whiting; York, complete the they
Mr. Frank Bradley, letter.
tbe Republican party, notably Mr. Hoar
CAB1)8
broken sections to Blddeford.
of Massachusetts.
Mrs. Hsu le CaKlwel).
Bat Mr. McKinley, with clear vision
Mre. Walter L. Bonney.
Mr.CaWtn Blsbee.
U. C D. Chandler.
and a loyal heart, without bluster, withan illness of many months, Mrs.
After
Ballant.
M Us Bertha
when the Spanish flag
Hattie W., wife of Walter L. Bonney, out oatentation,
Mise Ethel Cameron.
bad its place occupied by
MIm Arllne tirav.
died Saturday morning at the age of 57 came down,
Miss Mailelyu Uray.
in Mlnot, the beet flag that floats on the breezes of
years. Mrs Bonney was born
Mr SD'l Mr·. John Crockett.
thisaot he was sustained
but has been a resident of Paris since heaven. In
Mr. Joe Rogers.
and tbe conscience of tbe
M Us Deiora Park, i.
her marriage to Mr. Bonney. She was a by tbe courage
Miss loa Fogg.
party.
Paris
Republican
South
the
Baptist
of
member
S F. Davis, P. M.
Then Mr. Hoar & Co. said, "In occuchurch, and a charter member of Mt.
Porto Rico and the Philippines,
As everybody knows that last Tuesday Pleasant Rebekah Lodge. Besides her pying
New Eng- husband, she leaves two sons, Frank A we are violating one of the fundamentals
was the worst winter day in
'The
of our system of government.
little
land for forty years, more or less,
Bonney of Portland and Philip L. Bonnews.
is also survived bv right to govern depends on the consent
She
Anbaro.
of
that can be said about it would be
ney
of Sou'h of the governed.' Has a chance ever
Thermometers at noon reached a height two sisters, Miss Anna Crooker
her been afforded tbe people of those issnn
who has remained with
Paris,
of about ten below zero, with the
whether
and a high throughout her long illness, and Mrs. lands to decide for themselves
clear,
and
bright
shining
the Spanish flag or our own?
The no-school signal Albert Deering of West Minot, and one they prefer
wind blowing.
of New Jersey/ Tbe Spanish flag symbolizes to them tbe
was blown in the morning, and surprised brother. Frank Crooker
of the and many friends who mourn the death religion they love; ours does not," etc.
no one, though the drst sound
I was charmed by the voice of this
the
some of a
have threatened
whistle may
good woman. The funeral is atMon- charmer. I was not in favor of occupywas
o'clock
1
it
at
fear
Street
for
Main
on
bouse
people with heart failure
tbe islands. I might have been inWednesday the schools day, at·ended by Rev E. A. Davis of the ing
a lire alarm.
with doubters, cowards, and
definitely
RebekPleasant
Mt.
the
day
and
church,
though
«ere again in session,
Baptist
shirks. But something happened. Mcdea
few
in
a
attends
body.
of
ah Lodge
was an improvement
ooly
Kinley was assassinated. I think bis
be encrees over Tuesday. We shall
name firmly fixed "among the few, tbe
In Kokkonen Case.
first
the
Inquest
of
weather
tirely resigned if the
at immortal names, that were not born to
On Thursday the hearing was held
few days of last week is not duplicated
that surWilliam J. die." "How bright tbe halo
before
house
court
the
for many years.
rounds bis memory."
coroner, in the case of Otto
Wheeler,
Soon after in a newspaper, and not in
The largest congregation of the revival Kokkonen, who was shot at Snow's Falls
I saw an item like
series was gathered at the Congregatioual
of December. County At- a conspicuous place,
27tb
the
on
"In Porto Rico expressions of sor·
Rev. K. A. Davis
church Sunday night.
Frederick R. Dyer of Buckfleld this:
torney
and spon
universal
preached a strong sermon, his subject was in attendance. Only a short bear- row were nearly as
at half
A
new was taneous as in the states,"—flags
being "Tbe Gracious Invitation." the
and
nothing
ing was required,
etc. "In a moment, in the twiuk
mast,
essential
the
•pecial feature of the evening waa
evidence,
in
brought out
I was changed," and einc<
ttogiog by Mr. Davis and Mr. Spear, and facts connected with the affair, which ling of an eye,
of being an opposei
the congregation singing the chorus, of |
all that was that time, instead
being
known,
are generally
and a critic of our occupancy of those
Kvangel st Sunday's favorite song, "The | neceeeary.
Rev. Charles Julm, the minI am constantly finding reason!
L'ttle Church in the Vale" Preceding
at West Ρ"1"' islands,
ister of the Finn church
and hearty admiration.
the 7 o'clock service there waa a union
was hoped that for approval
It
as
acted
interpreter.
Tbe Friars' land proposition was conU)uoi{ People's meeting led by Miss Mr· Kokknen could be here at the
difficult question to settli
w»'ker. About 100 were present. The
to leave the Cen- sidered a very
but she is not yet able
should be satisfactory ti
that
tj,e
jD
a
In
ι,βυ
way
which
wjj|
to
this weejj
Maine General Hospital,
all religioui
Tuesday night tral was taken the morning after the the United States. Like diffioalt
^'lowing churches:
bu
•be
it was not only
and
Wednesday
formquestions
t'OBgregational church;
shooting. The verdict of the jury
the skillful dlplo
Under
delicate.
Friday,
"came
very
church;
oursday, Methodiat
recites that Otto Kokkonen
of Mr. Taft this question was set
»ptist church; Sunday, grand rally at j ally
bullet wound Id the macy
to his death from a
satisfactorily to all concerned
interest
tied
a
bU
c®Jurc'1· Such
wife,
fired by
special
breast by a pistol shot
the giant wrong did (nil man]
D l^e t0WD tliat the week's meet-1
"With
1913.
Hilda Kokkonen, Deo. 27th,
■P promise to be of great interest..
ΤΚλ

Ladies' night at Oxford Lodge, F. and
A. M., will be held about tin middle of

V

lome

—

Trea#.—Clara Hamujon.t
ParUn,
Executive
com.—Marjorle
Dean, Marlon Tyler, Marlon Everett.

Lin·

C—Mr». Etta Buck
hrc.—J. P. Culllnan
G.—Mabel Warren
8.—Emma Culllnan
Guard—Ο. M. Cummlnga

Jackson,

Dr. Henry W. Miller, who has been for
years superintendtnt of the Augusta State Hôpital, has in accordance
with the action of the governor and
:ouncil placed his resignation in their
lands, to take effect Jan. 24. Dr. Miller
iias accepted a position in a New York

Sunday

ami J. N. Favor
Muelc Com —Mrs. B. F. Bradbury, Mrs.
oie Bartlettand Mrs. M. L. Kimball

T.—Julian Brown

until about three
yearn ago assistant cashier of the Seconii
Va'it nal Bank a' Skowhecran and since
: hen cashier of the State Savings Btnk
has been appointed bank
η C'iarlton, I»
examiner of that state.

Rupert

Tuesday,
properly heating

session

voiced his gratitude for all the material years.
and moral aid that had been given the
The banquet at Beat's Tavern in honor
of £. B. Terhune of Boston, Wednesday
oommittee.
afternoon was attended by the following:
Without doubt the violent cold kept Hon. ▲. J. Stearns, Postmaster G. S.
away many who would otherwise have Akers, H. B. Tonng, L. J. Brooks, H.
come in to partake of the snpper which B. Foster, L. M. Smith, Q. L. Curtis, Z.
was served it 6:30 in the spacious din- L. Merchant, J. A. Woodman, Frank
ing room on the ground door. The rep- Kimball, 3. W. Goodwin, A. L. Clark,
utation of the grange cooks is well M. W. Sampson, W. F. Jones, H. L.
known, and those who sat at the tables Home, A. L Buck, J. Waldo Nash, W.
are unanimous in saying that it wm one C. Leavitt, F. E. DeCoster, H. D. Smith,
of the best public suppers they have ever G. I. Cummings, F. H. Noyes, Ε. N.
seen set out in South Paris.
Swett. Mr. Terhune is treasurer and
Δη evening session opened about 8 manager of the Boot and Shoe Reoorder
o'clock, at which something like 250 Publishing Company. Mr. Terhune in a
were present.
Worthy Master Cairna well timed speech presented the shoe
presided, and there was music by Mc- business In its most hopeful aspect. He
Daoiels' Orchestra, which bad also play- urged a vigorous, open and energetic
ed during the supper. Brief speeches presentation of Norway's invitation for
congratulating the grange and the com ebne manufacturers to come to Norway
munity upon the completion of toe fine and do business. Failing to secure an
new hall were made by A. W. Walker, outsider to come to Norway, it was sugpresident of the South Paris Board of gested that a town company be formed,
Trade, Walter L. Gray, L. E. Mclntire money-raised and shoes be manufactured
of Waterford, Wm. J. Wheeler, Alton C. by a local company. Several hundred
Wheeler, N. D. Bolster, J. Hastings dollars were raised to be expended in
Bean, Dr. D. M. Stewart, and Principal presenting the town's shoe interests.
Carver of the high school. A. E. Morse
County Attorney Dyer was In the Muwas called upon and contributed two nicipal Court Thursday engaged in the
of
more selections to the entertainment
trial of A.J. Penley et al vs. D. C
the audience.
Walker. The plaintiff was represented
For the rest of the evening there was by A. J. Stearns. Decision to be given
dancing, with music by McDaniels' Or- later.
chestra. The weather did out cause a
A. S. Kimball has been confined to his
small crowd for this part of the pro- hume with a severe cold the past week.
J. T. Mattoon of the "20th Century
gram, in which the young and the old,
About Cooking School" will give five free cookor at least the older, joined.
sevonty-five couples in all participated in ing lectures at Concert Hall, Jan. 19 to
this, while in the dining room below, 23 at 2:30 to 4 o'clock P. M.
which bad been cleared of the tables,
The officers elected at the annual meetothers joined in a variety of gamee. ing of the First Universalist Parish
thick
inch
With frost apparently half an
were:
on the windows, the hall was made enModerator—C. F. Rldlon
E. DeCoster
tirely comfortable by its efficient heating Clerk—F.
Treas. and Col.—11. D. Adklne
system.
Parlfh Com.—S. W.Goodwin, W. M. Mann

J

meeting

Association was Le d Fri
day night, when preliminary arrange
ments were made for next year's show
This show will be held at South Paris)
during the first week of January, 1910
H Ε. Lovejoy of Norway will be superintendent of the hall, as this year.

Arctic ware.
Schools were not In
owing to difficulty In
the school room·.

mildly And rcgulai» »κί^?
Β.

κ£η», aC^Ï ft*"""

The Maine Department of Agriculture
is receiving many inquiries regarding
farm property.
The catalogue of "Farms for Sale In
Maine," published by the department a
few years ago, is now exhausted, so a

it will till a local want already felt, Is
also well understood, and this fact was
referred to by some of the speakers at
the dedication.
A description of the building was givweeks since
en in the Democrat a few
Δ few features of it, then not noted or
not in place, should be mentioned.
The drop curtain on the stage, painted
by Win. P. Morton, shows the view looking up Stony Brook from the bridge near
the old hall of the grange.
Over the entrance is the memorial
window to the charter members, which
was obtained through the efforts of Mrs.
S. E. Jackson. This window bears emblems of the order, and the names of the
charter members, as follows:
Win. Swett
Mr. and Mrs. Alex Thayer
G. C. Pratt
Mr. ami Mrs. Win. S. Thomas
Mr. and Mrs. S. R. Ellis
Mr. and Mrs. W. O. King
Mr. and Mrs. John Stevens
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Porter
Mr. and Mrs S. R. Parsons
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Cole
Mr. and Mrs. I. M. Thomas
Mr. and Mrs. O. G. Curtis
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gray
Alex Edwards
Josei h G. Penley
John P. Penley
S. M. King
Ε minor Rawson
Austin Chase
Nathan Chase

Of these thirty-one who founded Taris
Grange in 1S74 there are now living five
women, Mrs. Wm. N. Thomas, Mrs. 8.
R. Kilis, Mrs. Franklin Porter, Mr·. S.
R. Parsons, and Mrs. 0. 6. Curtis, and
one man, John P. Penley.
A clock, the gift of Mr·. Sadie Rowe
and Miss Mattie Richard·, was installed

the door of the hall and was started
a few minutes before the opening of the
exercises Tuesday afternoou.
Another item that should not fail of
mention is the view to be had from the
windows. On the east one looks out on
the river and the Intervening valley with
Mountain and
a clear sight of Streaked
Singepole, and from a north window
there is a fine view up the river valley
with the mountains of Woodstock and
other towns in the distance. True, this
window is in the attio, but eo attractive
is the scene which it shows, it seems almost uofortunate that the rest corner of
the upper stairway could not have been
extended so as to include it.
over

others, great and small, that forages bad
held men for their prey."
How fast and how continuously have
changes for the better been taking place!
The excellence of our government Is not
settled and made sure by any fact of latitude and longitude. The benign Influences that accompany our flag at home
are making themselves felt with potency
in the tropics.
In the face of the facts, why need the
president inject in hie Inaugural address "The earliest possible IndependWhat la the
ence for the Filipino·1'?
difference between the north pole and
the south pole? All the difference in the
world. What is the difference concerning the Philippine question between the
Republican party and the Democratic

party?

M. M. Hamlin.
About the State.

Miss Adelaide Jordan, 20 years of age,
burned to death at Emery1· Mill·,
Shapleigh, Friday. Her olotblng was
ignited from a stove and bnrned from
her body before the flames were extinwas

guished by neighbors.

Fear that he war becoming insane is
said to have incited the suicide of Perley C. Brown of Presque Isle, county attorney t>f Aroostook County, who ended
his life by shooting. He waa about 35
of
years of age, and was regarded as one
the bright young men of Aroostook

The following officers of the Congregational Ladies' Circle were elected at
the annual meeting:
Pres.—Mrs. Harry P. Jones
Vice·Pres.—Mrs. Llewellyn H. Cushman
Sec —Mrs Eugene N. Swett
Treas.—Mrs. John F. Swain
Executive Com.—Mrs. George W.
Mrs. Chester W. Home, Mrs. Eugene
lrews

ρ

HOT WATER BOTTLE?
You know there's

no-

coun s

tage than in your dental

Nearly

work.

a

of my

to

by

dentis1

—

With each bottle

experienced

the

If this bottle does not

their mothers did.

several other

Maine.

Petition for Discharge.

)
WHITfEMOBE,}) In Bankruptcy
Wednesday, her clothing having ignited
Bankrupt.
in some way while her mother had left
To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the
Iter three children alone for a few minDistrict Court of the United states for the
District of Maine :
utes. The camp was burned.
a RTIH7R E. WiiirrmoRK, of Mexico, In the
If Ton Are a Trill· Sensitive
Λ. Count/ of Oxford, and State of Maine, In
eald District, respectfully represent*, that on
About the size of your shoes It's some satlsfac
last past, he was duly
tlon to know that many people can wear shoes a the 7th day of March,
the Acts of Congress
size smaller by shaking Allen's Foot· Rase Into adjudged bankrupt under
he has duly surthem. Ju*t the thing for (lancine parties, and relating to bankruptcy; that
and
rights of property,
his
all
property
for breaking In New Shoes. Sold Everywhere, rendered
•25c. Sample FREE.
Address, Allen S. Olm- and has fully compiled with all the requirements
of eald Acts and of the orders of Court touching
steni, Lo Roy, Ν. Y.
his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, that he may l»e decreed
all
MOTHER GRAY'S SWEET POWDERS FOR CHILDREN.
by the Court to have a full discharge from
lteileve Feverlshness, Bad Stomach, Teething debts provable against bis estate under said
exarc
as
debts
Bowels
and
Disorders, move ami regulate the
bankruptcy Acts, except such
Used by
are a pleasant remedy for Worms.
cepted by law from sueli discharge.
Mothers for 24 years. They net-er fail. At all
Dated this 12th day of Jan Α. D. 1914.
Arthur E. Wiuttemore, Bankrupt.
druggists, 25c. Sample FREE. Address, Allen
1-3
Y.
Ν.
S. Olmstead, LeRoy,
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.
District of Maine, se.
Born.
On this 17th day of Jan., A. D. 1914, on reading the foregoing petition. It Isa
In West Paris, Jan. 11, to the wife of Oscar
Ordered by the Court, that
hearing beA. had
D.
Tervo, twin sons.
U|>on the same on the 27th day of Feb.,
In North Waterford, Jan. 10, to the wife of E. 1914, before tald Court at I'ortland, In said DisC. Henley, twin eons.
trict, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and that
In Mexico, Jan. 10, to the wife of Peter Carr, Botlce thereof be published In The Oxford Demand
a daughter.
ocrat, α newspaper printed In said District,
In Paris, Jan. 15, to tbe wife of Charles that all known creditors, and other persons In
and
time
place,
Whitman, a daughter.
Interest, may appear at the said
and show cause, If any they have, why the
not be granted.
prayer of said petitioner should
And It Is further Ordered bv the Court, that the
Died.
Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditors
of said petition and this order, addressed
copies
In South Pari·, Jan. 17. Mrs. Ilattle W., wife
to them at their places of residence a* state I.
of Wr.lier L. Bonney,aged 57 years.
Witness the lion. Clarence Hale, Judge
In West Paris, Jan. 15, Israel F. Emmons, of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portged 76 years.
land, In said District, on the 17th day of Jan.,
Id West Paris, Jan. 14, George A. MacUonald, A.
I). 1914aged 57 years.
JAMES E. HE WET, Clerk.
[L. 8.]
In West Paris, Jan. II, twin sons of Mr.
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
and Mrs. Oscar Tervo, aged 1 day.
Attest:—JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
3 5
In Fremont, Ν. H., Jan. 10, Asbury C. Curtis,
aged 70 years.
In Orange, Calif., Dec. 2C, Mrs. Ida W. Fuller,
formerly of South Paris, aged G1 years.
In Bethel, Jan. 11, Miss Grace A. Kendall,
PER
SHOULD
φ /)C
aged 33 years.
CD *C. Ο WEEK
EARN
In East Waterford, Jan. 10. Mrs. Lizzie C.,
llneo' beau
our
spring
complete
very
Introducing
42
II.
wife of George
Keen, aged
years.
In Hebron, Jan. 12, Mrs. Ella (Marshall), tlful wool Millings, wash fabrics, fancy walstlngs,
etc. Up to date Ν. Y
silks,
hdkfs,
petticoats,
P.
Bearce.
widow of I.
the market. DealIn Bryant Pond, Jan. 11, Mrs. Sarah E. Day, City patterns. Finest line on
ing' direct with the mills you will Und our prices
aged 6» years.
make
to
#10
$:h> weekly you
can
If
others
low.
In Bryant Pond, Jan. 12, Wlntleld R. Powers,
In neat
can also. Samples, full Instructions
aged about 20 years.
No
case,
express
shipped
C.
sample
prepaid.Write
Mrs.
Arthur
Lord,
In Norway, Jan. 11,
Exclusive
territory.
money required.
aged 67 years.
to apply.
first
Be
for
orn.
San'
particulars.
Orln
In Woodstock, Jan. 15,
In Rumford, Jan. 13, Martin Luther Wyman, Standard Dress Goods Company,
loo ist St., Blnghamton, Ν. Y.
45
a^ed 79 years.
In the matter of
AKTI1UK Ε.

EVERY WOMAN

Here

Items That

are

Will Interest You

An·

of serge,

whip

Sweaters

cord and Panama.

and brown.
Now $5.98 $7.00 SWEATERS

$8.00 SKIRTS
««
Bradford 7.50

Elizabeth Stimpson, at the
Band Laundry, spent the week witb
Friends in Shelburne, Ν. H.
Charles R. Ranger spent the week in

iVilton.

5.00

"

5.00

"

4-49

3.98

"

6.00

"

"

5.00

··

"

3.00

"

"

$5.25

4-50

3-75
a.

25

sua

cruiuuee

tnd dance.
V. W. Hills attended the New Engaud optical convention in Boston this
*eek,at the American House from Tuesiav to Friday.
Merritt V. Terhune, C. H. Holloway,
Walter Esterbrook, David Conklin and
Louis Burdett of Boston were at the
Kingfisher during the week for a few

$7.98

$5.40 DRESSES

eujuyeu

outing at the Heywood Club house
Saturday evening. Chicken-pie aupper

,m

Now

Ladies' Suits
Half Price

$508 DRESSES
Now

$3.98

Now $4.98

Furs
Marked Down

The Reduction Sale of Dress Goods

>n the National W. C. T. U. Convention,
ifter the address refreshments of cocoa
and crackers were served.
The officers of the Modern Woodmen is still in progress, you can now get goods for dresses, skirts and waists at
were Installed Wednesday evening by G.
We also oiler a large lot of remnants at greatly reduced
a very low price.
D. Wood of Bangor, the State Deputy
[lead Consul. After the Installation a prices.
banquet was served followed by a
smoke talk.
The annual voyage of Oxford Lodge,
No. 1, Ark Mariners, was launched at
Masonic Hall Wednesday evening. Officers elected:
V. P.—Malcolm Brlgea
A. M.—W. 8. Cord well
A. Mate—C. D. Seeley
Treaa—S. W. Goo<1wln
Sec.—Q. W. Holmea
Tyler—C. K. McArdle

you

allay-

other

heavy

our

color, reinforced

seams,

two-year

to jou, we have

each.

some

flannel

rew

$1 25

or more.

£ <'f[

Store

South Paris

Maine?

Dayton Bolster Co.

N.

JANUARY SALE
Begins Tuesday, Jan. 13,

Ends Saturday, Jan. 24.

The custom of holding a sale at the beginning of the year is not new, yet with us 'tis an
Before taking an inventory this
innovation.
year

give our customers a
secure good values at as

have decided to

we

opportunity to
low prices as have ever been advertised.

fine

MUSLIN UNDERWEAR

The chief feature of this sa'e will be a new line of White
at surprisingly low prices.
$1.00 values at

Goods, which we are offering
79c. 50c values at 39c. 25c

light

and dark

PERCALES
cales,

36

Good Percales,

inches wide, 9c.

goods

at

19c.

Prints, best quality, 5c per yard.
inches wide, 7

36

i-2c

per

yard.

GINGHAMS
Bates

Ginghams, 9c per yard. Apron Gingham,

6

Best Per-

TOWELS
pieces

One lot all linen Towels, value 29c, reduced to
unbleached linen crash, 6 1-4C.

WASH DRESSES
One-piece Print and Gingham

Drtsses

at

per

yard.

each.

Five

i-2c

21c

discount of

a

to

per cent.

PUFFS AND BLANKETS
20

Pulls,

cotton and woolen Blankets at

a

re-

per cent.

LADIES' AND GENTS' UNDERWEAR
Prepare for the cold weather yet to come by taking advantage
of the 10 per cent discount from usual prices of woolen and fleeced underwear.

35 MARKET SQUARE,
MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

You'll Catch Cold
If You Wear

Light=Weight Un=

derwear This Sort of

Weather

This col I weather is the best underwear saleshave.
It reminds you that new underwear is warmer
than old underwear and that it would add to your

man we

No matter whether your taste turns to heavy
cotton or h avy wool.
No matter whether you want to pay 50c. or

John

8. V. C.-G. E. Walker
J. V. C —K. R. Kneeland
8nrg.—Perry Ruaaell
O. D.—D. A. Jordan
M.-M. E. Kimball
G.—Perry Russell
Chap.—W. Γ. Cox

NORWAY,

MAINE.

1914—WILL STAND IN STUD—1914

AMERICAN LAW 33697
Record 2.21 1-4 Over Half-Mile Track

The Best

Producing Blood

in the State of Maine

Sire, Heir-at-Law; record, trot 2 12, pace 2 05 3 4. Dam, Florence Chimes by
Chime* (2.30 3 4), aire of "The Abbot" (2 03 1-2) aod five others with record» of
2.06 or better. Heir-at-Law aire of Minor Heir (1.50 12) and over 50 in the list.

AMERICAN LAW is a horse of great substance and high finish; a fast, pure
viz:·
game trotter. He is a type of the high-class gentleman's driver,
gaited,
County.
color, the right conformation, action and speed combined. That be has the
good
The Province of Quebeo has made an
Adjt.—Freeland Young
ability to transmit these qualities is shown in his get. He baa to hit credit
Seret. Major—Oscar G rare β
American Chimes (2.14 1-4), Attorney-at-Law (2.18 1-4)—surely as good a trotter as
appropriation of 9300,000 to build a high- Q.
M. S.—Β. R. Kneeland
in Maine last season, American Blossom (2.101-4), Mamlsee (2 24),
way from the city of Quebeo to the Maine
appeared
Pike
Real
Estate
The
Dennis
Agency Arthur M.
which will strike the state boun(2.21 1-4 the first season out)—barring accidents a 2.15 pacer this season,
I line,
the
A.
sale
of
the
Lucelia
has
negotiated
dary near Jackman. This will be exand these from mares of no particular Individual breeding.
at
situated
North
farm
ι
Merriam
Norway,
pended at the rate of 175,000 per year.
We feel justified in saying that AMERICAN LAW, mated with well bred
Doubtless Maine will eventually build to Maine, to Nellie M. Herriok for occua sire of extreme speed: and
mares, will be the equal of any horse in the State as
connect with this road at the boundary. pancy.
we invite the Breeders of Oxford County to visit Mountain View Farm and know
Some of those whose sympathetic sa- about AMERICAN LAW.
In a fire in the Bangor Opera House
Thursday morning two firemen were turée, says the Kennebeo Journal, caused
buried under a falling wall. John Leon- them to give money to the man who
Will Make the Season of 1914 at Mountain View
ard waa instantly killed, and Walter oalled at their home during the paat
Morrill was so badly injured that he week with a pitiful story of the )m« of
died on the way to the hospital. An- an arm and several other mlsfortanes,
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.
other fireman was badly injured about will be pleased to learn that the arm baa
man
were
releast
the
at
minor
reoovered
been
;
posthe spine, and
Injuries
sesses two, as the second member wan
ceived by three others.
TERMS: -$25.00 to warrant a live foal. Apply to Ε. M.
in snug quarters under tbe man's
found
Edmund, little five-year-old aon of coat when he wa« arrested by Officer
THAYER, South Parie, Me., in charge, or J. FRANK HOWArch Longley, was badly burned about Williams for intozioation.
his legs and hips last week. While playLAND, 320 Commonwealth Ave., Boston, Mass.
For dyspepsia, our national alhnent, ose F!oring with lighted matches his clothe·
for strengthBiyFull Pedigree sent on application.
took fire, and before the blaze could be dock Blood Bitters. Recommended
ening digestion, purifying tbe blood. At ail drag
extingniahed by the children, who were stores. 91.00 a bottle.
alone in the honae, the little fellow was ;
Bears the
Any skin Itching Is a temper tester. Tbe more
terribly burned. It la doubtful If the you
scratch the worse It Itches. Doan'a ointCASTORIA Fw Inflate ind Chiton.
child will recover, saye a Kingfleld cor- ment Is for piles, ecsema—any skin Itching. Me !
at all drus stores.
respondent.
TIm

Farm,

i

Kid Yh Viii Atom Bought

'■

ν

per garment.
We have the underwear in all grades and all
styles. It's remarkable how much underwear we
st-11, and, still, not so remarkabie, either, when
you see the superiority of our goods and note the
more

8.

A

or

comfort.

At the clerks' ball, Feb. lOtb,
Haselton of Westbrook will be prompter as usual.
Mrs. Emma S. Lord died at her home
Sunday midnight. Organic heart disShe was the wife of Arthur C.
ease.
Lord, and was 67 years of age. Remains taken to Brockton, Mass., her
Former home. Interment at Melrose,
Mass.
Prof. W. R. Chapman will give a consert at the Opera Bouse March 6th.
Mrs. Alice Everett submitted to a surgical operation at the Central Maine
Gteneral Hospital Saturday. The operation was on her bead near the ear.
Freeland Bolster, who has been sick
far some time, is improving. He aceiieotally swallowed a small bone which
iras removed by the surgeon.
The following officers of Harry Rust
Pust, No. 54, G. A. R , were installed at
the last regular meeting:
Com.—W. 8. Corilwcll

-»

a

The

duction cf from 10 to

Ladies' and Children's Coats are disappearing from our racks at
greatly reduced prices, if you are in need of a garment of this kind you
very will be well paid by visiting this department.

lays' outing.
Mrs. Cora Knight Clifford gave a
interesting addrese it the Congregationil church vestry Wednesday afternoon

$2.50

received

Our entire line of

Ladies' Wool Dresses

The annual meeting of the Woman's
tiissionary Society will be held at the
jome of Mrs. Julia Home Tuesday afterOfficers will be elect- $10 00 DRESSES
Doon at 3 o'clock.
ed.
ne wildcats

598

"

Now

toothache

Chas H Hou'ard Co

All

hugely

Pres.—C.N. Tubbs
Vlce-Pres.—L. S. Billings
Cashier—H. D. Smith
Asst. Cashier—Fred E. Smith

just

appeal

to

with every bottle sold for

PRINTS

William Smith has a very good posi:ion in Auburn.
Hon. A. J. Steams has been appointed
jy Governor Haines as one of the trustWe feel that every person who reads this advertisement
ies of the Maine Insane Hospitals.
George Austin and wife attended the will be or should be
interested, for the values offered
S'ew Eogland Poultry Show in Boston
are extraordinary.
luring the week.
Tuesday morning the stockholders of
;he Norway National Bank held their
innual meeting and elected the followng board of directors: C. N. Tubbs,
Vf. L. Gray, Ε. E. Andrews, H. B. PosSweaters for ladies and men in
er, L. S. Billings, F. W. Sanborn, H. D. In this lot of skirts are several styles
Smith. Organization of board:
heivy Shaker knit in dark red, gray

Dress Skirts

for

for hot water bottles. During the month
of January we will give one of these covers f:ce
I

Bankrupt's

warming

or

covers

gettiiig.

Methyl, tbe two year-old daughter of
Alton E. Ladd, was burned to death at a
lumber camp in Sandy River Plantation

kinds—50c

We have

Dr.C.L.BUCK
South Paris,

give you

we

guarantee certificate.

as

same

neuralgia,

made of finest rubber, of a rich chocolate
Price $2.00.
unlosable stopper.

peo le should

an

of

for

nights

W bSÎtTlEeRs

convince you

have their teeth attended
to

nothing better

these winter

buy, let us show
gauged, handsomely embossed

experience.

Young

during

Before you

quir-

ter of a century in 01e
office should be evidence

enough

cold bed

ing the suffering
pain.

where to better advan-

The express companies, having lost a
large slice of their revenue during the
past year through the parcel post, are
now going to reduce their rates.
They
are also putting out some advertising
showing the service which they render
to the people, and intimating, though
not expressing it in wordf, that there is
much in that service that the parcel poet
does not do. One thing that the parcel
post does.at which the express companies
have failed, is to carry packages at reasonable ratee. If tbe express companies
had done that, they might not so sood
And
have lost so much of their job.
never was there so little sympathy for
its
business
bad
had
which
any concern
injured, ai the express companies are
now

Thought About That

a

Experience

There will be no expense for listing
the property, and the catalogue will receive a wide distribution in Maine as well
as in many other states.

Holmes,
E.

but Dou'·
They Act

desire.

Experience

Thermometers registered 20 degrees
and some below in the morning Tuesday,
and rose but little during the day.
new and more up-to-date edition will be
Cbarlee L. Hathaway remains about offered
Notwithstanding the Arctic tempera- the afternoon session closed by John S.
daring the season. It is the deas
ex·
who
at
times
is
He
the
of
the
same.
Browo.
in
numa
grange,
tare of the fiercest winter da?
reported
chaplain
sire of the department to catalogue any
harbut
his
at
the
temporarily.
the
hall
of
Paria
only
of
new
ber
pleasure
general
slightly improved,
pressed
If
years,
farm property that may be offered.
The Ice cutting and harvesting on the
Grange in Sonth Paris wan dedicated on mony of the grange and hia interest in
you have a farm you wish to dispose of,
Tuesday with a good attendance of both it· work, and Henry D. Hammond,chair- lake has commenced. The Ice is clear write the department for blanks and inPatrons and public, and both the formal man of the building committee, who and tbick, and Is said to be the best for formation.

j

Maine

Perm· for Sale Listed Free.
Maine Department of A gbicultube )
>
J. A. Robebts, Com.
Augusta, Jan. 13,1Θ14. )

NORWAY.

1

**

/p
CMfUZZ*

reasonableness of our prices.
Let us show you. We

always.

give

satisfaction

—

EASTMAN & ANDREWS
31 Market

South Paris

Square,

ATTENTION
Hid-Winter Sale of Hats
At Less than Cost

Slightly soiled Shirt Waists

Mrs. L. C.

your choice 79c

Smiley,

MILLINERY AND FANCY GOODS

SOUTH PARIS
*

MAINE

Buy

a

Heaterj

Clark Sleigh

DOESN'T THIS PROVE
ITS TRUE WORTH?

THE TUCKER HARNESS STORE.

Some people seem to think that troth
to
Id la like robber; that they ceo make H go
It.
'«·—sailor, flohermaD, woodsman, oz farther by stretching
Do not boot (or temptation just for
teamster and cook—and be wm prouder
of wreatling with It.
of bfa success aa a camp and woods cook the sake
There la something better then atop-,
thanι of all bit other accomplishments
ten when yon ere engry:
combined.
Many were the strange ping to» count
hundred.
|
dishes that he coald describe In detail— connt
A man la not necessarily boastful
βο<1,,,οηΚ baeh" »nd "camp
He
self-made.
la
he
that
he
when
says
chowder" among them—and very predirections for cooking each may be making excuse*.
W8re
test of trouble sometimes
acid
The
dieh
shows that a so-called "solid" man is !

of latere* to the ladle·

topic·
Correspondence
Addrew:
I
Paris, Me.
CoLumr. Oxford Democrat. 8onth

IssoSctted.

Clinton, Maine.!

on

"£*££££*

Five and Ten-Cent Meal*.

L. Pecker & Son of
Jill of
write us this:
Every «mall-salaried Jack and
for
Coal
the
expenses
reduce
to
living
anxious
ie
at
1 sell two grades of Clark Heaters, $1.75 and $2.25, and
At·
"We commenccd sellirg "L. F."
stretch
to a minimum figure, in order to
will burn from S to 10 hours.
a
75c a dozen cakes; one-thud of cake
wood's Medicine in 1868. There art our income over some few luxurle· and
I
Ask your neighbor if he likes his sleigh heater.
not many days when we do not aelJ claim them as onr own.
that
from one to three bottles."
I had been frugal ali the year so
TUCK·"
TMI
PROP. OP
I could invest in an August vacation.
HARNisa βτο*β.
transClinton is NOT a big city. It's only My trunk was packed and I was
a ported to a tree-shaded city In New Jerone of hundreds of places where even
Norway, Main·
01 Main St..
sey. a city with some oountry privileges.
of
bigger demand exists all the time.
I resolved to try out the experiment
I
"
Atwood 'β Med- cheap food. Up with the early birds
L. F.
The reason ?
the main street.
has afforded re- did my marketing along

James N. Favor,

for over 60 years,
I bore home my first day's
lief from stomach troubles, biliousness, One-half dozen mixed roils
fl?· cents, three corn muffin·,
constipation and liver complaints.
one banana, one peach, and
be benefitted and con- five cents.
it today

icine,

Furnishings

Winter

Try

—

vinced.

For Men and Boys

•FIB8T 6B0CP OF

FBEE Sample.

35 cents Big Bottle.

"L.F." MEDICINE CO., Portland, Me.

need
Winter is here in earnest now and you may
You'll find what you need here in
new furnishings.
We have everything you'll need for

InHpru/pflr
Rnvc' IinUuWCal
DU>5

Heav'

Flannel Shirts
: nfpr r,lik\'AC
Wf
VJItlVCS
τ ▼ 111 ICI

n°*d underwear· 250 and

Union Suit* 50c to «1.50.

50c.

AU*r,dM"°°
All grades of wool and leather
lined or unlined, 25c to 13.00.

glove·,

also have

MAINE

NORWAY

hand.

on

a

good supply

of old

corn

PARKEB'S
HAIR BALSAM

SEWING
MACHINES.

Clean»** and btactifie* tho halti
I
I*roincttt t luxuriant prowta.
Hever Falls to Roitore Or*jl
Hut to its Truthful Color, f
Prtrcnti hair fsûine.

Send ior Catalogue.

W. J. WHEELEJR & CO.,

HIGH

GRADE PRINTING

South Paris.
at the

DEMOCRAT OFFICE.

60

YEARS'

EXPERIENCE

Trade Marks
Designs
Copyrights 4c.

Λnyone «ending a sketch and description mar
liilckly ascertain our opinion free whether an
.iventlon m pr< bably patentable. CommonlcaHANDBOOK on Patente
•.u.iisstrtcilycoitOdenUal.
••nt free. Oldest at-ency for securing patents.
1'ateuut taken throutili Muun & Co. receive
·; 'fiai notice, without coarito, In th·
■

I

Are best

light
priceless.

by Rayo-light
young

saves

«

I

Kerosene
that

eyes

are

Rayo

ο* N·»

Petition for

In the router of the |>&rt
Dershlp of
KO LP Κ BUO-S.
the lndllvdual co partners
of which Art; ueorg* M.
Kolfe and Philip If. Kolfe
and they Individually,

Discharge.
In

Bankruptcy.

Pianos

wherefore they pray, that they may be decreed
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
debte provable against their estates Individually and a* copartner*. aforesaid, under said
Acts, except such debts aa are excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this -7 th day of December, A. D. 1913.
PH1L.I1' 11. ROLKE,
UEORUE M. KOLKE,

bankruptcy

Bankrupts.

OKItER OP NOTICE THEREOF
District or Maine, «s.
On this Sri day of Jan., A. D. 1914, on readIt is—
ing the foregolug
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing be had
npon the same on the 13th day of Feb., A. D.
1914. before said Court at Portland, In said District, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon ; and that
notice thereof be published In The Oxford Democrat. a newspaper printed In said District, and
that all known creditors, and other persons in
Interest, may appear at the said time and place
and show cause. If any they have, why the
prayer of said petitioner* should not be granted.
And It Is further Ordered by the Court, that the
Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditors
copies of said petition and tills order, addressed
to them at their places of residence as stated.
Witness the How. Clark*ex Halk. Judge
of the »ald Court, an·! the seal thereof, at Port
land. In said District, on the 3rd day of Jan., A.
D. 1914.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
(US.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest —J A M Es Κ. HEW ET. Clerk.
1-3

petition,

HUB-MARK

RUBBERS

1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
47tf

for sale at

pianos

bargain.

Organs

always
are

in stock at

right.

Send for

South Paris.

)

FLOYD.
[ In Bankruptcy
Bankrupt. )

to the Hon. Clakkncs Hals, Judge of the District Court of the United State# for the District
of Maine:
H.
of

FLOYD

of

Ruraford

tn

Rubber Footwear for every purpose
SOLO BY

ΜΔΕΚ ALLEU,

Bryant'·

Pond

L. J. PEN LEY, West Pan.
M

Wanted.
A lady with two children would
like work in a respectable home near
a high school.
Inquire at the Democrat office.

TEN-CENT

coots."

_ι'ι?ΐβ|Γ

j

With such conviction in his tone that
Jed was impressed in sp'te of himself,
is a queer bird, and it requires
If I lell you just
to cook it.
Iike enough you'll think
and make !un of me
for b lievin' such things. But rm goin'
to chance it, aod tell you
"Fust place," Caleb went on, "you've
Kot to let the loon haDg in a draft some
to
TLen y°u

quee/

treatment

^
Ι, ίι· ?

T'

.«nd three bananas, ten cents. The meals
a
uvre all composed of the same list,
get a lot of white ash roots—not the
roll, ban, cookie, cruller, peach and » trunk wood, but the roots—and make
'■.•nana.
you a fire, and let It burn down to coals
Mid singing and eighing, I kept this ance or twice, so's to get a good bed ol
a pleasure to
Then you've got to fill your kittle
ιιμ for one month. It was
?
serve myself daintily in my own room, about half full of pond water—spring
were
good for nothin' when
tiut on the other band, my meals
Nex'thiDg y°a w«t to
robbed of the highest charm, social enresthe
i«tn
at
hUDt r0UDd and find » brick:
ίdo
j >yment. Each alternate day
taurant was not satisfactory, socially, and after you-ve put your loon in the
tbat br'ck down
for there was scarcely any one but the
J"®
i.
the kittle endways jest as easy a»
waiter to smile at and talk to. I had not into
relished the undertaking at the outset, you can, and make sure the brick resti
00
bottom;of the kittle
but all the difficulties, except the one
You wok your loon that way, and you
just mentioned, proved to be like John Vnn
Uunyan's stone lions, fiercer in the antic- won t have any trouble."
tbe tboroughly pur
ipation than in the realization.
lD tUDket ie a man go in'
With this unpretentious food I was
hale and happy. I make no claims that I to tell how long to cook It?"

r«t7inf°r7° Mye·

««Λ*
?n

you'rf

J?"

Leu

food elements
my cheap meals contained
in the correct proportions necessary for
tbe repair of a day's waste. The truth
well balis, I think they were not very
anced, as evidenced by the ten-cent
tueals in my room; those contained too
much starchy substance.
I thrived so well on this diet that I
concluded I would try a similar plan
when I returned to work. I was less
hungry in vacation days, and at my regular employment I feel sure I can prosalterper famously upon ten-cent meals,
and
nating between those at a restaurant
those self-prepared in my own room.
Sundays and holidays I will confine myself ro five-cent meals, unless I am in-

Road Cart.
Riding Saddle.

NELSON G. ELDER,

South Paris.

LX'P***
,°W
? ? πΐ'

and widened into a
β·
"You or,er know how
long to cook it. Wal, Jeddie, you jesl
keep It cookin' till you get the brick
soft nough so you c'n stick a fork

ΪΪΫ Ulk
hrongh

it easy.
'°

Companion!

Then your loon'll be

"'"-Τ"β

bankruptcy

District or Maims, se.
On this 3rd day of Jan., A. D. 1914, on readIds the foreirolnjr oeilUun. 11 1a—
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be had
upon the saine oa the 13th day of Feb., ▲. D.
1.14, before said Court at Portland, In said District. at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and that
notice toereof be published In the Oxford Demx-rat, a newspaper
printed la said District, and
that all knows creditor», and other persona In
Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
sad show cause. If
any they have, why the pray
sr of said petitioner shook! not be
granted.
And It Is further ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk shall seed
stall to all known credby
itors copies of said petition and this order, ad
lressed to them at their plana of residence as
Mated.
Witness the Hon. Classncs Hals, Judge
it the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland, In said District, on the Srd day of Jaa.,
à. D. 1914.
[L. «.]
JAMBS B. HBWBY, Clerk.
A true copy of petition aad order thereon.
13
Attest -JAMBS B. HBWBY. Clerk.

Many Usee for Birch

are

Recorded.

From furnishing material for a canoe
hundred
in which to hunt
odd years ago to
o|
factories of to-day with 11,000 corne ο
wood annually for shoe pegs and shanks

68J0™
supplj[ nf/J.®

Jj

Λ>»"&·""
J

i„d

5&2SHHBi
r «rir
«£
d,*c°dver^'tl"ment
c0°'^·"
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£»■

*eeee'·;

paclty
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-'rFS
^st

ïïeTarJeît

12^00

beau'y

foments,

Dg

wîf'ÎpMl-

^rket

P^

PENLEY,

SSr

twwity^one

FOLEY
KIDNEY PUIS'
ka Mcucm mous
j

Do yoo desire good neighbors?
be a good neighbor.
Try to be at least as forgiving toward j
other people as yoo are toward yourself.1
It's no honor to "bold the reoordM in,
jumping at concluaions.
If a man is square, it Is easy to put up
I
with his aharp cornera.
There are reasona for repentance in all,
lives, bat saying too little ia one of the
rarest of them.

Mrs. Harlow was interviewed on May stripe—plaoe on the pineapple aa before.
The Inventor'· U»ual Reward.
1, 1912, and she said: "I am certainly Let marinate tor two hours In a few
tablespoonfnls of pineapple juice from
John Rltty, 65, who 1· credited with
grateful for wbat Doan'a Kidney Pills | the
oan. In serving, place a small spoonbave done for me.
I willingly confirm
inventing the cash register, died at the
ful of beaten cream in center of each borne of his
my former endorsement."
sister, Mrs. Thomas Cooper,
serving.
If yonr back aohea—if your kidneya
at Dayton, O., a few days ago. He got
bother yon, don't simply aak for a kidbl· idea of a cash register from watching
ney remedy—aak distinctly for Doan'a
Anything hot placed on dark oilolotb the distance recording device In the boll·
tamo
that
Harlow
Pill»—the
Mrs.
Kidney
turns it white. To remove these spots er room of an ooean liner.
Altbongh
had—the remedy baoked by borne testi- rub with alcohol and polish with a dry the cash register has made millions for
Foster-Mllbnrn cloth. The Ideal work table is oovered those who developed tbe Idea, Bitty died
mony. 60o all stores.
Co., Props., Buffalo, Ν. T.
with sioc.
onlj Id fair circumstance·.

I,

in the

down the shaft
"Blrupir this time with two exclamation points and rising inflection.
"Come

again."

was

you

had

place

flowerpot containing

a

a

feet

tight-

Dangerous.
"I air tbh king of touring in South
Africa next season." remarked the comedian.
"Take my advice and don't" replied
"An ostrich egg weighs
the villain.

When Buttons Were

can

Be
are

Boston Globe.

particular.

Ambiguous.

"You remember 1 missed you several
times last year.''
"Yes," said the guide.
"Well, I'm a better shot now."—Lonferille Courier-Journal.

There le a vnst difference between
those who hare something to say and
those who want to say something.-'
)*hn Timothy Stone.
THE "MISCHIEF QUARTETTE" AND
ITS WORK

Eich year the mooth of January number· it· liât of victim* from influenza,
la grippe, bronchiti*, and pneumonia.
The prompt use of Fulny'a Hooey and
Tar Compound will check the onset of a
cold and atop a cough, preventing the
serious conditions.
development
Keep it on hand. S. E. Newell & Co.,
Parle. Α. Ε Shurtleff Co S mth Paris.
to more

"Sir!" abe exclaimed wlieu

be

her; "you forgot yoorself."
"Possibly," be replied calmly;

kissed

"but I
Just
can think of myself any old time.
bow you are occupying my undivided

attention."

Ula
la 8 hours.
work perfectly 24
hours to keep him fit for 8 hours work.
Weak, «ore, inactive kidneys can not do
it. They must be sound and healthily active all the time. Foley Kidney Pills
will make them mo. You canoot take
them into your system without good results following. S. E. Newell <fc Co.,
Paris. A. F Shurtleff Co., South Paris.
A man'·

working day

organs

make the

instantly available,

are

and still others the Metnmor
"
Isabey, in his bio
pbosee of Ovid

graphical

notes,

says

when

that

be

must

The Clergyman—I bad no idea profanity was so prevalent till I began to
drive a car.
His Wife—Do you bear much of it on
the road?
The Clergyman—Why, nearly every
one I bump into swears frightfully.

COLDS TO BE TAKEN SERIOUSLY
Intelligent people realize that common
If
colds should be treated promptly.
there Is sneezing and chilliness with
hoarseness, tickliog throat and roughing, begin promptly the use of Foley's
Boney and Tar Compound. It ia effective, pleasant to take, checka a cold, and
stops the congh which canaes lose of
sleep and lowers the vital reslatance. S.
E. Newell & Co., Paris. A. E. Shurtleff Co., South Paria.
"That fellow certainly is a dub."
"For why?"
"I told him I boased my wife, and
went and told her."

he

FEET

ANODYNE

LINIMENT

and

for the relief of

aches,

pains, swellings, burns,

cuts, rheumatism,
bowel troubles. For internal and external use.

11. S.JOHNSON A CO.,

Inc.

Boston, Mom.

MAINE.

·.

follows

:

£

Parsons'
Pills

ordinary

service, at ali
Over Churchill's

;nuth Paris.

market,

D. W. Crombs.

And Henrv W. Dunn of Andover North Si;r
plus is appointed Agent to superintend the '·
pendlture of the same according to law and
required to give bond as the law directs.

Andover North Surplus, for the purpo-e
repairing so much of the County way lea
lng from A ntover Corner to Upton as lies with:
said Surplus, and also so much of the fila, i
Brook mad. SO called, &a lies within said Bar
and for permanent Improvement on ti
late Road In said Surplus, the sum of el*!
hundred fifty four dollars and eighty eight ret.'
is assessed as follows

ON
Slus,

When you start

to make the dainty
cake or luscious pie
or the good, wholesome bread on which
the family thrives.
Order William Tell
Flour and baking day
will be a pleasure and
a triumph. Richest in
nutritive value too,
and goes farthest, because it is milled by

of it that many hyglenlsts ascribe In
France the racial enfeeblement. the
dimluutlon of stature and even the
present development of tuberculosis.
Representations have frequently been
widely made on this subject, but with-

out effect for the bakers can provide
only what the public demands.—Parifi
Letter to Loudon Lancet.

our

angry, ho named α stagger
one. which, to his surprise, wai

tag

paid

on

the spot.-London World.

Aot of a Monater.
Translate It
Where Is Carmania?
into Klrmau and a few who are up in
the affairs of the middle east could
identify the Persian province Most of
us know so little of that part of the
world But the chief town, Kirman.
also known as Carmania. was the scene

in 1706 of one of the most terrible
events ever In the history of Asia
Agha Mohammed, founder of theKaJar
dyuusty, then besieged and took the
place and. raging at the escape of bis
defeated rival, with three followers
ordered 70.000 eyee of the inhabitants
He counted
to be brought to him.
them with his dagger potat and said

to his minister, "If one had been wanting 1 would have made up the number
with your own eyes."—London Stand-

$

same, and 1» ri qtilred to iflve bond a* the law
directs. An th t th bUMW of $462 38 l»e «X
pended on the road leading fr· in Andover t
Upton, and Hurt Dunn of Λ n.lover North Surpl
Is app It.ted Agent to nuperlntend the expend!
lure of t
same, and Is r q .Ire I to give bond a
the Ihw dlr· 1t<.
Ν Township Lett >r "C" for the purpose o'
repairing the Black Itrook road, so called
lying In said towuhlp, and also the "Carry
Road", so called, which lies In said township,
on the State
and for permanent
road In eald township, the sum of nine hundred
and llftyon·· dollars and eighty-three cents U as
seesed as follows:

—

0

mam Telh

Improvement

Ylour

man

fi

INSURANCE.
->y

St-inley

M.

plac·

W. J Wheeler & Co.
After

July

i,

1913,

Wheeler will be taken int

of W.
f W.

>

sing

V

Sosrss Him.
not surprised that « man gets
nervous at his own wedding.
It Is
are

probably the first time he ersr saw all
the bride's kin lined up. — Chicago
News.
He Shone One*
Tbespls- When were 70a a
man?

leading

Foyer—When the company had to
back from Chicago.—Brooklyn

walk

<

C

β

c

ο

g

*
=
*

>

SS

gree, Ann Maria Wheatland
and Anna P. Peabo<ly, twothlrdc of remainder of Mid
townthlp except public lots, 2»58Sl

375914 751

$»ϊλ

,

Baker, Stanley M Whefler.

We thank the people of Oxford
for past favors an.I solicit

County

continuance of same and shall continue to give them οίγ hest efforts,
good protection and a good squ ire
business deal.

Ami It Is hereby ordered that of tbls amoum
asfcssinrn;
the «uni of #Mt," which I» a
for that purpose, be expended for ermauent In
proveinent on the Stat* aid road In «aid townsliij
and $15150 be expended on the Black Broo
road. Ami Henry L. Poor of Andovcr Ι» *|>
pointed Agent to superintend the expenditure
the name, and Is required to give bond as the la»
d I reel*. An l that the balance of $.'64.£Ι be ei
tended on the Carry road In said township, an
K. Y Coburn of Middle Dam Is
Ag· r
to superintend the expenditure or the same, an
Is required to give b >nd as t' e law direct·.

special

appointed

Surplus,
much of the
ON
Amlover to

for the purpose of repalrlr
County road leading fron
lies In said Surplus th·
sum of flfty dollars Is assessed as follow»
Upon the entire tract, supposed to contain nlnr
thousand, three hundred acres, exclusive of
public lota, and owned one-third by T. U. Coe of
Bangor, anil two-thlrda by David Plngree, Am
Maria Wheatland and Anna P. Pealnxly.
the sum of flfty dollars; and
Burt Dun
aforesaid, Is appointed Agent to expend tl
name and Is required to give bond as the law
direct·.
Riley Plantation for the purpose of repair
lng the road In said Plantation running u;
to the place formerly occupied by Wm. Uonnai
the sum of one hundred and fifty-seven dollarami forty cent· Is ateesscd a* follows :
"C"

so

NOTICE.
In ihe District Court of the Unite·! Stale» for th·
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
in the matter of
STEPHEN F. KNIGHT,
In Bankruptey
of Milton Plantation,

Bankrupt.

I

To the creditors of Stephen F. Knight, in
the County of Oxfonl ami district afon**al<l
Notice U hereby given that on tlie 10th day of
■Ian., A. I). 1*j14, the «aid Stephen K. Knight
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the lire!
meeting of his err· ! I tori- will l>c hel<l at the υ ill ο
of the Referee, So. S Market Squa:e, South l'art»,
Maine, on Uiettth day of Jan A. D. 1»14, at 10
o'clock In the forenoon, at which Ume the said
creditors may attend, prove their claims, appoint
·. trustee, examine the bankrupt, anil tranract
iuch other business as may properly come be
fore said meeting.
South Paris, Jan. 10,1914.

Interest, may appear at the said time an*.'
place, and show cause, If any they have, why
the prayer of said petitioner should not lie
In

We

τ:

Water Power Co, of
LcwMon, nam, lot ami build200 I10000U #20u
ings,
T. if. Coe, one-third, David PinUnton

the firm

J. Wheeler & Co composed
J. Wheeler, Margaret A.

K

a

ΕΒ
i

d

All kinds of insurance

Λ

hereby ordered that of this amoi.
is a spei'lal assessment for tl
$300,
be
expanded for |iermanent Imprnt
purpose,
ment on the State at: road In sal<i Surplus; ti.
I>2..10 be expended on the I'.lack Urook rou
and Henry L. Poor of Andover l« appoint
Agient to (nperintend the exientiture of t

special process

—

Ζ

Ο

A nd it is

from the finest Ohio
Red Winter Wheat.
Your grocer will
have it
just say
send me
(16)

Some Surpriae· For the Doctor.
There Is a story current about β
widely known London doctor. Aboul
3 o'clock one morning he was rung up
by a wealthy patient and begged U
Turning out ol
come over at once.
bed he rushed off. expecting to flui

β

a
b
>
χ
ο
Chas Chase, H. L. Morton
559 13075 $30»
lands.
Cha*. Chase, part of Hutchtns
1100
11 0l
170
farm,
H. H. flutrhlns, part of old
1 7S
176
30
Homestead,
11 (V
1100
200
John Ulbhs, Homeste id,
W.
homestead
Duun,
Henry
13 S
1386
3ft)
and lot.
10 J
1039
S.A. A bbott. lots No. 22 and 23. 189
699
β 'Λ
127
U.C. Abbott. lot So. 32,
Martha Ε. Bart'.eU, loU No 30
11 So
1133
*206
and 31,
Geo. E. A Chas. Smith, timber
44
440
81
lot.
Berlin Mills Co, John Small
95:
174
967
farm,
International Paper Co.. lou
4o, 41, 42, 47, 48, 49, ami Mare4? ·.
878
4802
ton lot,
Umhagog Paper Co, Plum4%
2398
23·mer 1ο«β 43. 44, 45 A 40,
reCo..
Umbagog Paper
mainder of township except
12214 «7177 871 Τ
public lots,

You Want
More than
Just"Flour"

with the French people, Is thus extremely poor in really nourishing food,
and it is to the increasing consumption

"Ι

*

9

the towns the meanest workman will
eat only white bread. The flour used
for making this bread Is obtained by
passing the meal through α very flue
sieve, so that It contains hardly anything but starch and cellulose. White
bread, which plays an Important role

b

lîrëTj

LUNCH ROOM.
Good

s

>

Henry W. Dunn, part of home100 $ 9u3 $ 4
stead,
Umbsgog Paper Co., balance
β2W 343ν; κι
of township,

give quick
relief without
distressing.

ours.

i
I

<
ό
X

—

Sneffela, Col. A. J. Walsh waa badly
done up with rheumatism and sent for
Foley Kidney Pilla which waa the only
thing that wonld cure him. Geo. Potter
of Pontiac, Mo., was down on his back
with kidney and bladder trouble and
Foley Kidney Pills made him well and
able to work. It la a splendid medicine
and alwa>s helps. Just try It. S. E.
Newell à Co., Paris. A. R. Shurtleff
Co., South Pari*.

if you

ON'

25c and SOe «otrywhtr*

Geoboe

that."

see

■

IN USE 103 YEARS

WOMEN AND WET
ard.
Cold and wet feet are a daugeroua
WALTKB l. GRAY,
combination especially to women, and
'2 4
Referee In Bankruptcy.
HI· Finish.
congested kidneys often result. Backwas describing at the
A
politician
ache, urinary Irregularities and rheumatBankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
ic fevers are not unusual results. Foley club the death of a rlvaL
1
In the matter of
is
Jones
bs
and.
dead,"
said,
"Tee,
and
Pills
restore
the
In Bankruptcy.
Ukobqe Walter Hopkins, J
regular
Kidney
normal action of kidneys and bladder with a chuckle, be held his glass up to
Bankrupt. )
and remove the cause of the trouble. the Ugbt
"Yes, Jones Is dead, ne Γο the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the District Court of the United States for the Distil··
Contain no habit forming drugs. S. E. ■lipped on the parquetry floor of bis
of Maine:
Newell à Co., Parla. A. E. Shurtleff
Walter Hopkins, of Milton Plantalibrary and killed himself."
tion In the
of Oxfonl, and Slate of
Co., South Paris.
The politician gar· a load laugh Maine, In said County
District, respectfully represents,
.hat on the 29th day of Nov list past he was duly
Then he added:
under the Acts of Congress
Sunday School Teacher—Why waa
"A hardwood finish, ehf—Exchange adjudgedtobankrupt,
relating
Daniel forced to enter the lion's den?"
Bankruptcy; that he has duly surrendered all his property and rights of property,
Bright Pupil—Why, he'd 'a snoilt a
and has fully complied with all the requtrement:Camels In Weten
whole film If be hadn't!"
of said Acts and of the orders of Court touching
The camel is about the only animal his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, that he may be decreed
Do you begin to cough at night, just that cannot swim. It Is an extraordl
by the Court to have a full discharge from al
when you hope to sleep ? Do you have
lebte provable against his estate under said
nary fact that the moment the ungaina tickling throat that keeps you awake?
•ankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are ex
creature loses Its footing In a stream ceuted by law from such discharge.
Just take Foley's Honey and Tar Com- ly
Dated this 8th day of Jan., A. D. 1914.
It turns over and makes no effort to
pound. It will check the cough and
GEORGE WALTER HOPKINS, Bankrupt.
save
Itself
from
London
once.
Doea
the
sensation
at
drowning.
tiokllng
stop
ORDER OF NOTICE TIIEKEON.
not upset the stomach, is beak for chil- Answers.
District of Maine, en.
dren and grown persons. S. E. Newell
On this 10th day of Jan., A. D. 1914, on read& Co., Paris. A. E. Shurtleff Co., South
Obeyed Orders.
ing the foregoing petition, It is—
Paris.
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing Ihj had
Wife—Didn't yon bear ms ask yon
upon the same on the 20th day of Feb., A. D.
for flOf
Husband—I did.
Wife- 1914, before said Court at Portland,
In said Dieia
a
Knick—How do you know that he
Then why do yon glrs me only $0? trict, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and that
notice thereof be published In The Oxfonl
foreigner?
Husband—Because yon told me yester- Democrat, a newspaper
printed In said District,
Knock—Well, he speaks good English
and that all known creditors, and other persons
lay to believe only half what I hear.
for one thing, and then I heard him

tbe whole of the "Star Spangled Banner," and no native American can do

and jou

THE

JOHNSONS

White Bread.
Hygienlsts hnve long colled attention
Into the serious consequences of the
creasing popular preference for white
bread. At present dark colored bread
In
Is despised as "peasant's food."

furiously

a

STATE OF HAIKE.
OXFORD, 88:
Court of County Commissioner*, December m
sion, A. D. 1913, bel l at P&rli, within ar. !
the said County of Oxford, on the la*t Tu.
of December, A. D. 1913, being the :ioih .la,. ■.·,
aal'l month.
County Commissioners for the Cou:·,
of Oxford, In the month of 8epteml>er, A
&e
1913,
provided by law, m.i'le actual lni·)»·
of the County roads duly locate. 1 ami open for
travel lying In unincorporated townshii>·
tracte of land hereinafter mentioned In
County, for the purpose of ascertaining the
•lltlon of said roods ami estimating the air.
needed t<> put the tame in repair so an to l<c
ami convenient for public travel; ami It ap|
lng on said Inspection tluU said roads we."
In good repair an.i not safe an 1 convenlcni
and that a tax »li
purposed of public travel
be MMNMd OB Mid lead· for tû· repair of
roads therein; thev do therefore on the 30t
of December, A. D. 1913, adjudge and onler t! Jt
the following sums be a»-e»HC.l and the «am. »
hereby assessed upon the following lan in In
Incorporated township* and tract* of laad
lnafter mentioned, for the purpose of re^al
the roads passing through them during the
19U, to wit:
Andover Wtst Surplus, for the porpoet
repairing that part of the County roa ! :··
lng from Andover Corner to L'pton which
In eald Surplus the sum of one hun lie >
seventy six dollar» forty.dve cents Is asses«e :

and
piece upon which cuplds. flowers
went
landscapes were cut in cameo, I
1 got 12 sous for
Into that business

in extremis. Imagine his sur
at being ushered into a dining
room where a gay supper party was
assembled. The first remark made t(
him was: 'Oh, doctor, I am so glad
We wanted you U
you have come.
settle a bet as to exactly where th«
diaphragm Is." He not only told them
where the diaphragm was. but a good
many other things. The patient tried
to mollify him by asking his fee. Stir

keep

bill

Depositary.)

States

It Stands the Test
of Time

Big.

ues

Re-

change.

exac

right and then go ahead
right by opening an a co nt now.
you

sure

(United

prise

HOURS

a

ore

the

A DIFFERENCE IN WORKING

body

paying

each."—Philadelphia ledger.

One of the most serious problems of
army and nary engineers is the bending of great guns by their own weight,
wire wound guns being the worst offenders In this

always

saves

OF NORWAY,

Bachaumont writes In his "Secret
Memoirs." Nov. 18, 1786: "The mania
for buttons is today extremely ridlcu
lous
They are not only of enormous
size, some of them as big as six pound
crowns, but miniatures and pictures

a living
came to Paris he worked for
from two to three pounds."—London
Vanloos ami
by making copies of
Tit-Bits.
Bouchers on the lids of snuffboxes
wus
and that for these mpdalllons he
Facts For Millionaires.
from <1 to 8 francs each. "As It
paid
A billion lu Great Britain Is a mil* was still the fashion." he sold, "to
In
Hve franc
lion of millions. 1.000,000.000,000.
wear buttons ns big as a

France and the United States h billion
Is a thousand millions. 1.000.000.000.—

A bank

right.

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK

single

made upon them, and this orna
Some
mentation is extremely costly
of them represent the medals of the
twelve Caesars, others antique stut

and expenses; it

check book your money is

a

keep
girl
somewhat rashly, and Increased acci- day or two for an answer, but what
dents were put down to this cause. ever It may be It is final.
Gnbriel de Sartines. minister of police,
In Pnrls. so he caused an edict to be
Issued prohibiting their doing so until
they were forty years old. "After this
declaration," notes Mrs. Beanie In "A
Court Painter and Hie Circle," "there
was not a cabriolet to be seen driven
by a woman."

are

receipts
it
second time ; depositirg your m ney in the bank makes
with
absolu'ely safe from loss by robbers, fire or accident;

rose

drive'

you

that
and disbursement of your money, but feel
Go ahea
open an
not yet ready to start one.

care

track of

and a note on the window sill of
the girl's room when she is absent
from home and wait—perhaps daysrose
for a reply. If the maid takes the
bouse
the young mnn boldly enters the
to arrange matters with her parents,
The influence of women In Louie bat if the rose Is allowed to fadeaway
XV.'s day was all powerful. The men, the proposal Is rejected without a sinin consequence, feared them. It be- gle word having been exchanged be
Sometimes a fickle
came tlu· fashion for women to dash tween the couple.
a young man waiting a
about Paris in cabriolets, driving often
will

dared not forbid any woman to

help

bank account would

to
count willjhelp you in many wa>s: It enables you

the imperturbable

planted firmly—"e-u-r"—he

a

account now, and see if you are not

response.
like
"Simp Γ It went up the shaft
the blast of an explosion.

"Aw, spell It," said the echo.
"8-u-r"—the waiter had his

know that

probably

You

The Miasions In the Philippine*.
ened his vest and taken a deep breath
The ohurcbea and hospitals that are, —"s-eu-r. Say, bring some one to the
founded by foreign miasions in the Phil·' shaft that can understand me, will
ippines have done much to raiae the yub?"
ataudard of comfort and reduce the Bufthe
And be waited with some dignity
fering among the people.
of a person with sharper ear·.
No man can realize the great influcuce 1 coming
for good that the churches can exercise —Pittsburgh Poet
until be exercises executive authority at !
the head of a government like that of
Courtship by Flower·.
Tilthe Philippine Island*, as I did for four ;
In remote Alpine hamlets and
This
experience completely
yearn.
Bernese Oberin
the
especially
forlages.
changed my views of the benefit of
the land, there still exist ancient and prêt
eign miasions and thoir usefulness ia
marriage by
spread of Christian civilization. There- ty customs of proposing If a maid
fore, wheu I am called upon in any the language of flowers.
from a
proper way to express my opinion upon accepts α bouquet of edelweiss
this subject, I gladly seiz* the oppor- man she at the same time accepts him
tunity to aid in a cause that is working as her fiance, the Idea being that the
nor only for the Christian religion as a
obtain the
man has risked his life to
religion, but for the better condi'ionof flowers for the woman he loves. Anmen and women all over the world.—Exexists In the canPresident Taft in The Youth'a Com- other method which
man to
ton of Glarus Is for the young

Big Guns Send.

"Emerson did not care to live in the
birch tree us rendered »nd I· rendering
woods on twenty-seven cents a week,
but he had no objection to a friend's
living so, if the friend (Thoreau) found
it profi able." Each must live accord- ; tbeuses of
birch, bunted whales «>
ing to bis ideal.
rh° an'®a
birch bark canoe.
'round at tbe mouth of the Mackeoz
Children.
for
School
Lunches
River
He failed to strike the
Possibly some of the readers of this
concluded that It was P^ahly fo
to
magazine Lave the same problem
solve as myself, namely, furnishing a
good, substantial and nourishing luncheon, at a moderate cost, for school children and adults.
Often in poring over cook books in
search of tome dish to vary the menu, I
tru met with the difficulty of procuring bark cauoe in
tbe
«•■me ingredient, as for instance, most ation
development and settiemen
addition
for
the
call
for
purees
or tbe nortbern pari of tbli
recipes
of a quantity of soup stock. In kitchens
,
where daily soup is not the rule, it
a
would be quite an undertaking for
housewife with limited time at her command to first prepare the stock and then
the puree.
A very savory soup, which is hearty
enough for the main dish at luncheon,
can be made from dried Lima beans in
mile· I" the·» c.noe·, often carrjmi 0
the following manner: Let soak over
.blob would eeem bejond tbe «·
beans
of
(3
the
quantity
required
night
of such frail

■ligbtlv;

Wherefore be prays. That he may be de
:reed by the Court to nave a full discharge from
ill debts provable against his estate under said
Acts, except such debts as are ex
aepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this îlnd <lar of Dec., A. D. 1913.
ARTHUR H. FLOYD. Bankrupt.

âaoluooM

reP»ied Caleb, aod bl,

J.'fj"!!
emile derpened

vited out.

PENLEY,

merely plated.

try ,a ,00D?M Pe»'"tod Jed,
"I cooked a loon
with friendly malice.
two day, once, and then I undertook to
U ■ · fact that 1 had to chew panion.
Î a."u.
c nsider ble on the gravy, and ae for the
A rancher has applied for the rental of
oon, I couldu t make a dent in it, and I 220 acros on the Pike national forest,
had to give up."
to be used in connection with
The undercurrent of raillery in Jed's Colorado,
other private land, for raising elk as a
tone had not gone unobserved by Caleb,
commercial venture.
and the lines about his mouth crinkled.
Now a loon. Jeddie," replied Caleb,
An Old Ruse.

Doing

the

Oxford, and State of Maine, In
Mid District, respectfully represents, that on
the 14th day of June, last past, he was duly
adjudged bankrupt, under the Acta of Coo
relating to Bankruptcy; that he has
Sress
uly surrendered all his property and rights of
property, and has fully compiled with all the
requirements of said Acts and of the orders of
Court touching his bankruptcy.

OBDEB OF NOTICE THEBEOX.

5— that the Hub-Mark i* oa tbs
rubber before you buy. It i· your
iaaaraaca of Standard First Quality

Sleigbe.

Concord Buggy·
Punt Buggy.
Set Heavy Work Harness.
Set Surrey Harness.
Single Harness.

G. H.

Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.

ARTHUR
Countv

even

MANUFACTURER.

prices

W.J.Wheeler,
In the matter of
AKTUl'R H.

aod another," returned Caleb,
pleasantly, "and they all came out in the
lignum puffickly tender and fit to eat

«ne time

;z„ s

Keo Runabout.
Maxwell Runabout.

G. H.

catalog.

Billings* Block.

HOME GROUP OF

MEALS

SSr

■£?

inJ

New Pianos, Stools, Scarfs,
Instruction Books, Player pianos

"Accordin'to that, then," Jed

ch^,

them.

that

(five cents).

Foley
Kidney Pills

lot of second hand organs that I will
sell at any old price.
Come in and

see

wouldn't

the old man, "you can tender up m»st
any kind of meat by runnin' it through
Did ye ever try it on
a lignum kittle.
aDd dUCk" aod coo,e
ami such ·truck?"
and
"I've tried must all kinds of meat at

Ζ

Two square
I will sell at low price.
A
a

Horse, weighs 1150 lbs.
Surrey.

A WOMAN'S DAY

Organs
Second hand Pianos and

•T

od
cups will serve seven or eight people);
The range of usee to which birch wooa
then place over the fire with plenty of
wuter to prevent burning, a few bones
It begins early, and ends late. It is full from a roast or
pieces of steak from dinof work from sun rise to bed time. Being ner the
night before, or a small left-over j
has
she
often
on
her
feet,
constantly
newel poets. We may have our first
portion of stew, or a cup of gravy from
kidney trouble without knowing it- She a pot roast, and a few soup vegetables,
li ■
in a birch crib and our
has backache. It is hard for her to get whatever one hae'at hand, a couple of Bleep
up in the morning, she is so tired and
tur-ι
or
a
carrot
of
celery,
tomatoes, top
worn out. She does not sleep well, has
nip, sprig of parsley, etc., simmered un spools, and the Mts
poor appetite and is til very soft, then pressed through a colbUoh lasts.
nervous. Her bladder
ander, reheated and served with heated
the .pools bold
o
gives her trouble too* crackers or croutons.
vards the smallest 20 yard.· The wood,
This, with a green salad or apple
strength and rigidity make It
suuce and bread and butter, makes a
as a material for m*"1"1
prominent
very satisfactory luncheon and one usuand the «ttne qua itle. bring
relished.
ally
it into extensive use for
The peas 1 use are not the split varieh
Many people have an Idea thatt shoe
will cure all that,
but whole, green, dried peas. They nege bave nearly passed out of use but
and make her again ty,
are soaked in the same manner aa the
STRONG, WELL and VIGOROUS.
cooked till soft, pressed through
Get Foley Kidney PiUa at the nearest beans,
the colander and placed over the Ore.
drug store and START TAKING THEM Make a roux of butter and flour; add a
TO-DAY. They cost less than the doctor
little of the puree, and when smooth,
and do more, lite genuine Foley Kidney
add to it the rest and allow to boil op.
Pills are sold only in the yellow package.
This holds the particles of peas in susopen many a door, «U on many a
and seasons the soup. It Is not and write on
E. 3IIURTLEKF & CO.,
South Parts. pension
many a desk »hl°b
beans.
the
Lima
with
Duriug
aeine to be mahogany, but which li
3. E. NKWKLL ft CO.,
Pari». necessary
tiie winter and early spring, no other
really birch stained to resemble tbe gen·
seasoning is needed, bnt later on it Is de- °
sirable to cook a small piece of salt pork
°< birch (trow la tbe
or a few bones from a roast with them.
United States, but sweet, yellow, paper
A soup can be made in either of the and river birch are those most need.
foregoing ways from lentils, but I have About 45,000,000 board feet of the woo
not succeeded in making in so palatable. find. Its
way to the
yearly.
By varying the seasoning for the bean ner birch 1· one of the few American
SLEDS
and lentil soups, slightly, as, for Inspecie* with a hold on the forest Bt'°nK"
stance, at ooe time let the celery flavor than It had when America was dUcovPUNGS
totime
the
another
at
and
predominate
ered. Large tracts are »ow covered with
mato, or omitting either or both, an this birch where there waa little of It a
SLIDE-YOKES
agreeable variety can be obtained.
century ago. It comes in after fire, and
Macaroni baked with cheese, laid on some tracts It bas taken
possession ol
in thin slices, so as to form a crust, (for cover hundreds of
square miles.
variety use tomato paree instead of
Forest Note·.
milk, or season in the Italian fashion)
South Paris, Maine.
furnishes the hearty dish for another
luucheon.
Plorida buttonwood, a tree confined
Twice-Told Testimony.
largely to tbe key. along the south
Recipes.
coast, is very highly prized for■ um» In
"
cooking on ship's g»"·*··
South Paris People Are
All
slowly with an even heat and makes but
SWISS DESSERT
little smoke or ash.
They Can for Fellow Snlferera.
Make one quart of gelatine and milk
The navy department has asked the
with almond
South Paris testimony has been pub- blanc mange, and flavor
forest service to lnveetlRate
a
pnt in ring mold to set. When
lished to prove the merit of Doan's Kidwood, for possible use in
turn into round ohop dish, philippine
firm,
quite
Pills
to
In
others
South
Paris
who
ney
and decking boats and ships. Longleaf pine,
suffer from bad backs and kidney ills. fill center with canned red cherries
maple, and beech are the domestic
Lest any sufferer doubt this evidence of serve juice in small glass pitcher. Whip- woods most used for deoks.
add to looks and richmerit, we produce confirmed proof— ped cream would
The state university lands In Arizona
statements from South Paris people who ness.
are to be lumbered under a cooperative
A DKB8KRT AND SALAD
again endorse Doan's Kidney Pillsbetween the government and
confirm their former testimony. Here's
From one can of sliced pineapple, to agreement
tbe state land commission. Arlaona
a South Paris case:
serve fonr people on alternate days. (My
the first sUte In tbe southwest and one
Mrs. Frances S. Harlow, Skillings Ave., cans contain
eight slioes.)
of few In the country to cut it· timbered
South Paris, k(e., says: "I have used
PINEAPPLE SALAD
lands on forestry principles.
Doan's Kidney Pills and have always
Place one slice of pineapple on a heart
found them a good remedy for kidney
The annual meeting of the American
of
with
and bladder trouble.
They certainly do leaf of lettuce, garnish in starstrips
Forestry Association will be held In
fashion.
canned
placed
pimento,
strengthen the kidneys and relieve backWaihinffton on January 14. A preemeni,
acbe. I was feeling a little bad receotly, Pour over all a highly seasoned French
vice presidents, a treasurer
and knew that my kidneys needed a dressing.
an auditor and five directors are to be
PINKAPPLK DES8EBT
ti.oic. I got Doan's Kidney's Pills from
elected and plans made for an active
SburtlefPs Drug Store, and they gave
Arrange slices of pineapple on small oampaign for forest conservation during
me relief in a short time."
plates for individual service. Cut up 1914. The association baa 8,000 memsmall ber·.
abont seven tnarsbmallows in
LATH Β TESTIMONY.

and

trlct Court of the United States for the IMairiet
of Maine

ruptcy.

FOR SALE.

I

Boa too

Bankrupts.
To the Hum. Clakesck Halk, Judge of the DU

The partnership of K'>LKK BROS, the Individual copartners In which are GEOKUE M
RoI.t'Eand I'M 11.11' Il KoOK and they Individually of Bethel, In the County of Oxford,
and State of Maine. In said District, respectfully represent, that on the 7th day of
March, la at past, they were duly adjudged
bankrupt Individually and as co-partner* aforesaid under the Acta of Congress relating to bankruptcy ; that they have duly surrendered all their
property and right·-1 of property, and have fully
compiled with all the requirement» of said Acta
of and the order of the Court touching their bank-

Branch Offlce. <36 Κ HU Washington. 1). C

0

Buffalo

Albany

Bankrupts'

MUNN8Co.36,e"*i,"'KewM

»

STANDARD OIL COMPANY

Φ

handsomely Illustrated weekly. I .areest cir
elation of any sclentldc Journal. Term·, |3 a
four months, |L Bold by all newsdealers.

».

rear:

■

Dealer» everywhere—write
for descriptive circular.
New York

Scientific American.

*

RAYO Lamp is the best kerosene
No smell, no bother. Easy
made.
lamp
to clean and re wick—can be lighted without removing chimney or shade.
The

moccasin to git
Breakfast, one roil, a bun, a corn muf- Into
once, and the
one oorn mufa
Lunch,
and
peach.
fin,
crew eat more'n half of it before they
a
Supper,
and
a
pear.
a
bun,
fin, roll,
knowed what it was.
They
tbe remaining roll, bun, corn muffin,
,f 006 of the men
and the banana.
hadn't found the lacin' of the moccasin
My stock of housekeeping appoint- laced through the holes."
ments consisted of a penknife, teaspoon,
teased

IdJ°« ι*η
fj?"";,*11
the lignum kittle

Zf iZ ?
h°°l

2-3

After-Supper Games

?hf«I»|t|αΓπ,p",

For my-ten-cent meals, self-prepared
were
(ihe others, you will remember,
restaurant tneaU), I bought a jar of peaof
••ut butter, ten cents; three, each,
? oils, buns,
crullers, and cookies, one
Maine. .ioz-n in all, ten cents; three peaches

STANDARD

»

J«iL7*D

all teu-cent meals.
In my purchases I aimed at standard
values, prices p^ld by the rank and file,
uot by the upper tendom. Each article
proved of good, though not of superior,
value. The third day I returned to fivecent meals in my room, which Itemized
We have just received several cars ιβ follows: One
pint of milk (5 cents) for
of new corn which is very bright, breakfast, drunk very slowly; lunch, two
one bun and one-half cake of milk
nice and dry, bought on the low rolls,
chocolate (five cents); supper, two buns,
We one roll and the remaining chocolate
market and sold accordingly.

clothier

price

?h!Ktart..·

were

H. B. Foster
one:

Έ°*

Without ice, milk extnd a bit of salt.
was forcept for immediate consumption
likewise
bidden; butter was denied,
bread and canned goods, from lack of a
Urge knife and a can-opener.
The next day I tried restaurant fare,
result us follows: Breakfast, rolls, butter and a cup of hot milk; lunch, beefone
stew, bread and butter; supper,
tomato-and-lettuce sandiam and one
wich made with graliam bread. These

cold weather.

fleece

''β;0™." ■»« be, Impressively,
κ
holding Jed Glpson with a faded, althoogh shrewd, bine eye, «'that's authln'
till you're
yon never get in tne wooda
about ready to break camp and come out
Then βοηιβ flD®. warm,
m eJ,prllîg·
yeller day the cook'll get up a mess of
Iigoam, and when he does—you hear me,
the crew'll eat. When you make llgprovisions:
boat round and get a little of
and buns,
11 'nto
S*mp' eDd POt
five cents; the
kettle, and cook It till It'e done.
big
one pear,
all tow*0. pnt ,n ewyti»lng
gether—ρ tatere and beef aod pork
TEN-CENT
lf ,OU haTe 'em—and
|
they II all come out tender and nice. I

BE SURE VOU ARE RIGHT AND
THEN GO AHEAD AND
SEE IF YOU ARE

(letting Around It
The members of a party around t
table lo an exclusive dab in · downto wu skyscraper were roach amused
the other eveulng by a controversy
between their waiter and another em-

ployee of the clnb.
One of the party had ordered sirup.
What the sirup was for has nothing to
Going to the
do with this story.
dumb waiter, the eerrltor shouted In
bis best ordering voice:
"Sirup Γ
1
"I don't getcbu." came the response
Then

uffnSia

Î.7u iC0W^ ihen

good variety.

Men's Underwear

FIVE

MEALS

AND

Ν*tfet* trom Th# Youth'· Companion

How to Cook· Looa.
S
■Before Caleb Ρβ··Ιββ bad tamed
forming he bad filled various niches

HOMEMAKEBS1 COLUMN.

granted.

Anil It Is further ordered by the Court, that
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditors coulee of said petition and this order, addressed to them at their places of residence as
stated.
Witness the Hon. Clakknce Hale, Judge
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Port·
land, In said District, on the 10th day of Jan.,
A. D. 1914.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
[L.S.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest: JAMES E. HEWEY.Clerk.

FOLEY
KIDNEY PHLS
f0« RHEUMATISM
KIDNEYS AND BlAODEIt

J
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International Pa|>er Co., lots 1,
i, 3. 4 and 5, «ange I; west
htlf of lot 2, Κ. β; that part

of lot 4, It. 8, and lot 4, U. 9, In1Λ»
cluded in the state lot,
Tw'tchcll Co.,
Blanchard Λ
Wm. Mason lots 6. 7, 8 Λ 9,
R. l.and balance of township
draining Into the Androscoggin river north of Berlin
4080
Falls, N. H.,
119
True Este·, 1 2 lot 9. R. 13.
C. O. Demeiltt, Ingalle bom·521
•tcad,
J A. Twadilell, lot 2, R. 7, and
N. W. qunrer of lot 2, R 8,
281
Same ownpr, Alonzo Klflcld
845
homestead,
Same owner, lot 4, R 5,
218
Same owner, W. 14 lot 2, R. 8, 50
Stlllman N. Ltttlehale, homes'd, 480
il. Κ. Mttlehale, homesti-ad,
60
Wm. C. Chapman, lot 1, R. 15, 145
Seth Walker, lot 3, R. 9,
222

Hastings Brothers, lot 2, R. 15,
and 12 lot

9, R. 13,

Umbagog Paper Co., bal. of

169

$ 9446 « 9 #.*

10210
595

10 il

4168

4 17

t>

1405

1 41

6760
1744
250
3840
30)
725
1110

6 7«>
1 74
25
3M
30
73
1 U

845

85

townsMp except public loto, 23116 115580 11558
1157 40

C. O. DemerlU of Riley Plantation Is
appointed Agent to superintend the expendl
ture of said tax and U required to give bond u
And

the law direct·.
And It Is hereby ordered that said assessment
published a· the law require·.

be

nEVRT D. Hammond,
) County Coiur'»
of the
titoituE W. Walkkr,
}
Wellinutqk H. Eastman, )Co. of Oxford.
A true

U

copy—attest
CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk

NOTICE.
The aubecrlber hereby gives notice tkat be hns
been duly appointed administrator of the es

tate of

JOHNATI1AN N. IRISH, tate of Buckfleld.
County of Oxford, deceased, and given
btfhds a· the law direct·. All peraons having
demands against the estate of «aid deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all indebted thereto are reqneate I to make
payment Immediately.
HENRY D. IRISH.
Dec. 16tb, 1913.
14
In tbe

